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ABSTRACT: 

Four aspects of the crustacean visual system are investigated: 

1 . The molecular basis of polarized li~ht sensitivity. Discrete 
transient membrane potentials (bumps) were recorded from retinula 
cells of a crab, in 

analysis of bump rates 

stimulus reveals that 

response to single polarized photons. An 

versus the E-vector of the polarized light 

the rhabdomere's dichroism accounts for the 
photoreceptor's sensitivity to polarized light. 

2 .· .The · m·echanisin underlying . the. .shore . crab's ability to perceive 

slow movement. The temporal properties of the photoreceptor were 
characterized, establishing that the photoreceptors are not sluggish. 
The results indicate higher-order neural specialization accounts for 
the crab's resolution of slow movement. 

3. The absolute sensitivity 

A behavioural study of the 

absolute-intensity threshold 

theoret i cal estimates. The 

of an apposition type of compound eye. 

optokinetic response demonstrated an 

considerably better than previous 

experimental findings provide the first 
definitive proof that an animal possessing a compound eye can see a 
star, contrary to widely accepted views that compound eyes are a poor 
device for the detection of point sources. 

4. Visual adaptation to a dark two-dimensional world. An 
electrophysiological and behavioural study of the Ghost crab eye 
illustrated the selective pressure a narrow visual ecological niche 
can make on eye design. The findings reveal a fundamental strategy 
employing oversampling and higher-order spatial summation of 
photoreceptor signals to overcome the problems associated with dim 
light vision. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 



Vision provides a wealth of information about an animal's 

environment and is often the most dominant sense. Unlike other 

senses such as taste and touch which function within a limited 

range, constrained to the immediate surface of the animal, vision 

provides information not only about an animal's local 

surroundings but beyond as far as the worlds of other solar 

systems (e.g. stars), given sufficient light, the medium that 

carries visual information. 

The processes underlying how vision works such as the agents 

that transmit the information, the organization and structure of 

the eye, its connection with the brain and how the visual system 

ultimately abstracts a concrete representation of the complex 

information of the visual environment, has remained one of man's 

major intellectual 

immemorial. 

and fascinating challenges since time 

The earliest accounts of the most correct explanation for 

the phenomenon of vision are credited to Epicures (341-270 BC) 

and Aristotle (384-322 BC). Their explanati.on was also shared by 

Lucretius (100-55 BC) who states: "the existence of what we call 

"images" of things is a sort of outer skin perpetually peeled and 

thrown off from the surface of objects, flying about this way and 

that through the air. Since we can see only with our eyes, we 

have only to direct our gaze towards a particular object, whose 

continuous invisible films they discharge will flow through our 

eyes and our pupils in passing, whose impact scares our minds, 

causing the objects to be perceived." 
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However, with the decline of the Classical Greek Period, not 

until the Renaissance were the ideas of Epicures and others 

revived and extended. The Arab Civilization is credited for 

preserving early Greek thought, by the writings of such books as 

"Making Optics Understandable for Those Who Possess Perspicacity 

and Insight" by Kamal al-D'in AbuJl Hassan al-Farisi, "Book of 

Optics" by Ibn al-Haitham and "The Book of Hunain ibn Ishik on 

the Structures of the Eye, its Diseases, and Their Treatment, 

According to the Teaching of Hippocrates and Galen", in Ten 

Treatises. 

Unfortunately , the Arabs contributed little new ideas 

themselves and it was not until the 15th to 18th centuries with 

major advancements made in optical science and anatomy, that the 

study of vision was placed on a firm and scientific foundation. 

The major discoveries during this period were the photoreceptive 

role of the vertebrate retina and the physical role of the lens 

as a collecto r of light rays eminating from objects (Basel, 1583) 

and Rene Des-Cartes' hypothesis in 1638 of the intrinsic 

organization of the visual system, in which each sensitive point 

of the retina has its own discrete representation in the brain. 

Others such as Kepler's "Dioptrie" (1611) and Newton's "Opticks" 

(1704) provided significant contributions about the properties of 

light enabling the study of vision to proceed apace. 

Interest in arthropod vision is, however, a comparatively 

recent event, owing to the small size of the facets of arthropod 

compound eyes. Following the invention of the microscope by 

Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723) the intricate details of 

compound eyes were realized (Hooke 1665) and interest in compound 
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eye function and how the world is perceived by animals possessing 

compound eyes ensued. 

The cornerstones of compound eye vision are undoubtedly 

Johannes Muller's mosaic theory of vision in 1826 explaining 

image formation by the compound eye and Max Schultze's remarkable 

detailed anatomy in 1868 of the eye showing the layered structure 

of the rhabdom. This stimulated others such as H. Grenacher in 

1879 to more fully describe the anatomy and physiological 

principles underlying the mode of operation of the multifaceted 

organ and Sigmund Exner's account in 1891 of the optics of 

compound eyes explaining how light is transmitted to the rhabdom 

(photoreceptive membrane) by the cornea and crystalline cone. 

With the advent of electrophysiological techniques during 

the turn of this century, much research effort has contributed to 

a better understanding of how the peripheral apparatus of the 

compound eye functions and the mechanisms employed for the 

packaging of visual information for higher-level visual 

processing (for excellent reviews the reader is referred to the 

Handbook of Sensory Physiology vol. VII). The question of how 

the world looks through a compound eye is becoming understood and 

remains one of the principal areas of vision research today. 

Over the past few decades a number of novel properties of 

compound eyes have emerged. 

some of these properties. 

The content of this thesis explores 

One example is the polarized light 

sensitivity first demonstrated by Karl von Frisch (1948) in his 

behavioural studies of the honeybee. The molecular basis of 

polarized light sensitivity had however generated a long-standing 

controversy, the resolution of which is the subject of Chapter II 
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in a study of photoreceptor responses to single polarized photons 

in a shore crab. Another remarkable property of the compound eye 

was the demonstration by Horridge & Sandeman (1964) in a crab and 

Thornson (1966) in a locust that animals possessing compound eyes 

could perceive movements as slow as that created by celestial 

changes, a sensitivity much greater than the human eye. Chapter 

III reopens questions relating to slow motion detection and 

characterizes the temporal properties of a crustacean 

photoreceptor. 

Owing to the small size of the facets of compound eyes, 

theoretical estimates led to the widely accepted view that 

compound eyes are comparatively poor devices for the detection of 

a point source. Following the study of single photon responses, 

it became of interest to learn the minimum intensity of light 

that a shore crab can detect. The behavioural optokinetic study 

described in Chapter IV revealed an absolute sensitivity 

considerably better than the traditional view, demonstrating a 

remarkably high performance and efficiency of an apposition type 

of compound eye. 

The variety of eye designs that exist as adaptations to 

narrow visual ecological niches is well illustrated in 

crustaceans. Crustaceans occupy a diverse variety of habitats 

ranging from rocky oceanic shores, inland terrestrial plains to 

tropical sandy beaches. In Chapter V, the Ghost crab, a 

nocturnal inhabitant of tropical sandy beaches, illustrates the 

selective pressures an essentially dark two dimensional visual 

world makes on eye design and revealed a fundamental strategy 

employing oversampli~g and spatial summation of photoreceptor 

signals for dim light vision. 
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CHAPTER II 

RESOLUTION OF THE MOLECULAR BASIS 
OF POLARIZED LIGHT SENSITIVITY 

IN A GRAPSID CRAB 
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SUMMARY: 

1. Discrete depolarizations (bumps) have been recorded from 

retinula cells of the shore crab Leptograpsus in response to 

appropriate low light intensities (Fig. 1). The statistical 

analysis of bumps is consistent with the hypothesis that each 

bump represents the photoreceptor's response to an absorbed 

photon. The photoreceptive membrane was estimated to have a 

quantum capture efficiency of 0.46 (±0.12 S.D; n=6). 

2. The modal polarization sensitivity value measured by bump 

frequency (BPS) in eleven cells was 5.0 with a range from 1.9 to 

5.63 (Table 1). There is no statistically significant difference 

between BPS at wavelength 621nm and 499nm. 

3. Polarization sensitivity (PS) measured by graded potentials 

is equal to the polarization sensitivity measured in the same 

cells by bumps (Fig. 8). PS values ranged from 1.8 to 7.5 (n=28) 

with a modal value of 5.0 (Fig. 6). 

4. Bump rates represent the direct electrophysiological 

measurement of the visual pigment's selective absorption to 

single photons having different E-vector orientations (Fig. 5), 

and therefore PS measured from bumps provides an accurate 

estimate of the physiological dichroic properties of the 

rhabdomere in vivo. The measurements of BPS show that the 

rhabdomere's dichroism accounts for the observed PS values 

recorded in Leptograpsus. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Although direct sunlight is unpolarized, a great proportion 

of it becomes partially linearly polarized as it passes through 

the atmosphere and hydrosphere. Rayleigh scattering and other 

major influences such as molecular anistropy, molecular 

absorption and absorption by aerosols and hydrosols account for 

the polarization of skylight (McCartney 1976) . The scattering 

and absorption properties of water further determine the 

distribution of polarized light in the sea. 

Since Carl von Frisch's classic work which demonstrated that 

dancing honeybees orientate themselves according to the polarized 

light visible in the sky (von Frisch 1949), over 300 species in 

three major phyla have been shown to be sensitive to the 

direction of the electric vector (E) of linearly polarized light 

(rev. Waterman 1981). 

noted for their high 

Decapod crustaceans in particular are 

polarization sensitivity (PS) ratios 

demonstrated by intracellular recordings of retinula cells (Shaw 

1969b, Leggett 1976, 1978) . PS values greater than 10 have been 

recorded but values of 4 to 8 are more common. 

The basis of the inherent polarization sensitivity was 

suggested by Goldsmith and Philpott (1957) to be the highly 

ordered parallel arrangement of microvilli in arthropod 

rhabdomeres, combined with a selective E-vector absorption of 

their visual pigment molecules. In decapod Crustacea, each 

ommatidium contains seven large retinula cells and usually a 

smaller eighth retinular cell which contribute layers of closely 

packed arrays of parallel microvilli to form a fused tiered 
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r habdom (- 300 1J.rn long in Leptograpsus, Sto rt~e 1980a) The bands 

o f microvilli (-1 !liD thick) from a given retinula cell 

(rhabdomere) are oriented in one direction and alternate with 

bands of microvilli aligned orthogonally from those of another 

cell . The direction of all the microvilli for a given retinular 

cell remains constant along its length (Rutherford and Horridge 

1965; see Fig. 1). The photopigrnent molecules (rhodopsin) 

contained within the microvillus membrane constitute the 

molecular basis of visual excitation and E-vector discrimination. 

The chromophoric group of rhodopsin (11-cis retinal) is a linear 

polyene characterized by a n electron orbital (rev. Goldsmith 

1972) . Li~ht absorption by an individual molecule is maximal 

when the electric vector E of the incident light oscillates 

parallel to the long (dipole) axis of the chromophoric group, and 

absorption is minimal when the E-vector is perpendicular to it. 

The ratio of light absorbed between the maximum and minimum 

planes of linearly polarized light is termed the dichroic ratio 

(~) . Rhodopsin has been shown by microspectrophotometry (MSP) to 

act as a dichroic analyzer (Hagins and Liebman 1963) . 

For randomly orientated chromophores in the microvilli the 

rhabdomeric dichroic ratio should be 2, and the maximum 

absorption axis will be parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 

microvilli (Moody and Parriss 1961) . Dichroic ratios greater 

than 2 require the absorption vectors of the chromophores to have 

a preferential orientation along the microvillar membrane. 

Theoretical analysis of crustacean-like rhabdoms indicate that in 

the absence of optical or electrical coupling between retinula 

cells, if the depths and absorption of the orthogonally 
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o rientated layers of microvilli are equal, the polarization 

sensitivity of each retinula cell is equal to the dichroic ratio 

(Snyder 1973). 

Since intracellular recordings of crustacean photoreceptors 

have yielded high PS ratios, and because it was thought that PS 

could not be greater than 6, the assumption was put forward that 

6=10 (Shaw 1969b, Waterman and Fernandez 1970, Snyder 1973, Mote 

1974). However, microspectrophotometric (MSP) measurements of 

crustacean rhabdomeric dichroism have so far provided values of 

only 3.5 at best with values of 2 to 3 being more common {Hays 

and Goldsmith 1969, Waterman et al 1969, Goldsmith 1975) . The 

failure of dichroic and polarization sensitivity ratios to agree 

has resulted in much controversy about the true magnitude of 

crustacean rhabdomeric dichroic ratios, and whether the PS ratios 

reflect the dichroic properties of the rhabdom. Muller (1973), 

suggested 6 is low and that a mechanism of passive electrical 

interactions between retinular cells would enhance PS above 6, 

although Mote (1974) was unable to confirm this. Snyder (1973), 

suggested 6 is high and that MSP determinations of 6 provide an 

underestimate of the true dichroic properties in situ due to 

gluteraldehyde fixation of the rhabdoms employed in their 

experiments. Stowe (1983) has considered the effect of unequal 

depths of microvillar bands to account for the observed range in 

PS values recorded in crustacea, assuming 6=10. 

In the present report, the dichroic and polarization 

sensitivity ratios are measured electrophysiologically in the 

same retinular cell in vivo to establish the relationship of PS 

and 6, and to determine if variances in depths of microvillar 
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bands are statistically significant in Leptograpsus. The method 

involves the recording of discrete membrane potentials (bumps) in 

response to isolated polarized quantal events together with the 

recording of graded potentials in response to higher light 

intensities from the same cell in the same state. By definition, 

dichroism is the ratio of light absorbed between the maximum and 

mimimurn planes of linearly polarized light and bumps represent 

single photon absorptions. 

response to polarized light 

rhabdomere's ~ (Mote 1974). 

Therefore PS measured by bumps in 

is a direct measure of the 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

Animals 

Shore crabs Leptograpsus variegatus (Brachyura) were 

collected near Bateman's Bay, N.S.W. The animals were maintained 

at 17° C in a closed S.W. system on a fluorescent light:dark 

regime of 14:10 hrs., roughly matching the natural dusk and dawn. 

All recordings were made from animals without regard to sex 

having carapace widths 25-35 rom. Those with visible corneal 

damage or soft carapaces (due to recent moulting) were rejected. 

Preparation and recording 

A live animal preparation was used in all experiments. 

Crabs were induced to autotomize their legs by twisting the 

dactylus on each leg, then were secured to a perspex holder ~n a 

magnetic stand. Animals were primarily secured using Dental Wax 

(Surgident) around the leg stumps and the dorsal carapace was 

covered with a mixture of melted Violin Resin and Bees wax (1:2) 

which hardened against the holder to insure no movement of the 

animal. The eye stalks were immobilized (in a lateral 

orientation) using the same technique. All recording experiments 

were carried out at a temp. of 16°-18° C. Generally, animals 

were prepared for experiments prior to dusk and recording 

experiments carried out 3 hrs. after dusk to insure recording 

from retinula cells not actively involved in resynthesis of 

microvillar membrane (Stowe 1980a) . Recordings from dark-adapted 

(>1hr.) day-eyes were made around midday. 
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The crab was positioned in the recording set-up at the 

centre of a Cardan arm perimeter device. To introduce a 

microelectrode into the photoreceptive layer, a small square hole 

with sides about four facets or 160~ long was made in the 

dorsal-lateral cornea, using a fresh chip of a razor blade. The 

electrode was lowered vertically through the cornea as quickly as 

possible with the aid of a Leitz joystick micromanipulator before 

blood clotting formed an impenetrable surface over the wound. 

To minimize the possibilty of recording from cells with 

damaged optics, the electrode was advanced well below the cut 

surface; blood coagulating around the electrode effectively 

sealed it into the eye, providing some recording stability. The 

electrode penetrated retinula cells perpendicular to their long 

axis (typically in the middle "forward looking" region of the 

eye) 

The recording electrodes of resistance 120-180 Megohms, 

were pulled from fibre-filled glass on a Brown-Flaming Puller, 

Model P77 and filled with 3M potassium acetate. The indifferent 

electrode was a silver wire placed in a rear leg stump so that 

electrical interactions would be recorded if they are present 

(Shaw 1975) . The signal was recorded through a Grass P16 pre

amplifier and displayed on an oscilloscope and a chart recorder. 

Polarization sensitivity and V/Log I responses were linked to a 

PDP 11/02 computer running a Medusa data analysis system (Daos 

11) under RT 11 for subsequent averaging and storage. Analysis of 

single photon responses (bumps) were made from responses recorded 

on chart recorder paper. Crabs remained in good condition under 

experimental recording conditions if they were kept moist. 
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Apoaratus, stimuli and calibration 

A monochromatic (499nm. or 621nm.) point source was obtained 

by collimating light from a 150W Tungsten-iodide lamp through a 

narrow-band spectral interference filter (Schott DIL) . Final 

intensity was controlled by a set of neutral-density filters 

(quartz) . The beam was focused upon one end of a quartz fibre 

optic light guide and regulated by an electrically driven high- . 

speed Uniblitz shutter. The stimulating end of the light guide 

was fixed on a Cardan arm in front of the animal and was 

effectively a point source, subtending an 0 angle of 1.1 at the 

cornea. Another set of filters (Polaroid type HN22 and gelatin 

neutral-density) was fitted between the stimulating end of the 

light guide and the eye and could be rotated through 180° in 10° 

steps. The polaroid filter produces nearly 100% linear 

polarization from 400-800 nm. 

The animal, recording equipment, and the stimulating end of 

the light guide were enclosed in a sheet metal Faraday cage 

covered with thick black material to insure that no reflected or 

stray light reached the animal's eye. Furthermore by interposing 

the stimulating end of the light guide and the animal with a 2.0 

log neutral-density filter, any stray light entering the light 

guide at the shutter was prevented from reaching the eye. 

The stimulus was calibrated using an International Light 

radiant flux detector (PM 270D) and an IL research radiometer 

(700) . 
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Recording of bumps 

After impalement of a retinula cell the optical axis was 

found by moving the light guide on a Cardan arm around the eye 

until dim light flashes (38 msec. duration) of constant intensity 

produced a maximal response. The light intensity was adjusted to 

produce responses in the 5 mv. range to prevent light-adaptation. 

A polaroid filter fitted to the light guide was rotated through 

180° in 10° steps to determine the E-vector orientations 

necessary to produce maximal and minimal responses. After the 

animal was left to dark-adapt for at least an hour, very dim 

illumination of wavelength 499nm. or 621nm. was used to elicit 

bumps. Bumps were recorded in response to approximately 5 

minutes of continuous illumination (to reduce the error in 

estimating the mean rate) at both maximum and minimum E-vector 

orientations . BPS= bump rate at maximum E-vector/bump rate at 

minimum E-vector orientation. Only recordings of cells which 

were relatively free of noisy resting potentials were used and 

the criterion used to identify bumps (discrete depolarizations 

with a fast rise-phase) reduced the error of counting membrane 

fluctuations not caused by photon absorptions. Recordings free 

of ambiguous bumps were rare (see Fig. 5: solid arrow represents 

unambiguous bump, open arrows represent ambiguous bumps), however 

the measure of BPS was unaffected since the same criterion used 

in counting bumps was applied for both E-vector orientations. 

The main source of error in measuring PS by bump rates was due to 

the finite number of quantal events recorded. Recording bumps 

was a difficult technique, but a number of factors proved 

important: (1) the method used to secure the animal to ensure no 
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movement, (2) high resistance electrodes with ultrafine gradually 

tapering short tips and, (3) fully dark-adapted eyes. 

Polarization sensitivity 

Polarizaton sensitivity was determined by measuring the two 

intensities necessary to produce identical responses at the 

minimal and maximal E-vector orientations. The light intensity 

was initially adjusted to elicit 10-20 mv. responses and the 

duration between flashes increased for larger responses to ensure 

no light-adaptation. The procedure was to average ca. 10 

responses measured at different polaroid positions through 180° 

in 10° steps, elicited by 90 msec. flashes of constant intenstiy 

(499 nm.), delivered once about every 10 sec. A corresponding 

V/log I curve was measured for each polarized light response 

curve. V/log I curves were produced by changing the light 

intensity in ca. 0.2 log-unit steps with the polaroid positioned 

with maximum E-vector and averaging ca. 10 responses at the 

respective light intensities. Averaged PS and V/log I responses 

were plotted by hand and the maximum and minimum E-vector 

responses of the PS curve were projected on to the cell's 

corresponding V/log I curve. The change in stimulus intensity 

required to equalize the cell's response at minimum E-vector 

orientation to maximum E-vector orientation was determined from 

the V/log I plot and converted to its equivalent PS ratio value. 

Symmetry of the PS and V/log I curves demonstrated light

adaptation was negligible. 
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RESULTS: 

In the experiments reported here, cells could typically be 

held for 2 hours. For individual cases, cells could be held from 

a few minutes to a maximum of 6 hours. 

Intracellular recordings from crab retinula cells in dark

adapted day eyes and dark-adapted night eyes revealed the 

presence of small discrete depolarizations (bumps), in response 

to appropriate low light intensities (Fig. 2). This is the first 

time that bumps have been reported for a crustacean 

photoreceptor. 

In the absence of light stimuli, spontaneous "dark bumps" 

were rarely observed. During periods of 5-10 minutes prolonged 

total darkness typically 4-10 bumps were observed. A similar 

rate of 10 bumps per hour in locust was reported by Lillywhite 

(1977) These rates are in marked contrast to those reported in 

Limulus (Yeandle and Spiegler 197 3) , with 12 spontaneous dark 

bumps/min. and in Drosophila (Wu and Pak 1975) with 10 per min. 

However, those observations were made before it was obvious that 

spontaneous dark bumps could be related to previous strong 

illumination (Tsukahara and Herridge 1977). If the animal is to 

use bumps in response to low light intensities as a visual 

signal, a low spontaneous rate is expected in the dark. 

The majority of bumps recorded were 1-3 mV. in amplitude, 

although on rare occasions bumps of 5 mV. were seen; the higher 

the resistance of the microelectrode the larger the bumps. 
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Analvsis of the dependence of bumo occurence on photon arrival 

That each bump represents the response to a single photon 

capture was tested by counting them at different light 

intensities at optimum wavelength and maximum E-vector 

orientation. Records over periods of 5 mins. at controlled light 

intensities demonstrated that the frequency of bumps is a linear 

function of the intensity (Fig. 3). 

An estimate of the quantum capture efficiency is obtained by 

calculating the number of bumps/incident photons available per 

retinula cell and yields a value of 0.46 ~ 0.12 S.D. (n=6). 

The rhabdom can be considered to be made up of eight equal parts of photoreceptive membrane 

(refer to /ntro. and Fig. 1 ). Since recordings were made using maximum £-vector orientation, half 

the cells will be absorbing 85% of the available photons per facet (dichroism = 5: refer to results 

Pt. B). Assuming recordings were from R1 -R6, the cell recorded from would have 21.25% of the 

available incident photons per facet per second. Therefore bumps per incident photon per.facet 

were converted into bwnps per incident photon (Q.C.E.) by multiplying by 4.71. 

Further evidence to demonstrate that each bump represents the 

response to a single photon capture is provided by a statistical 

analysis of inter-bump intervals. Inter-bump intervals should follow a 

distribution predicted from Poisson statistics due to the random 

arrival of photons. Inter-bump intervals were sorted into 200 msec. 

bins, where 559 bumps were observed in response to 443 sec. of 

continuous dim light exposure at optimum wavelength (499 nm.) and 

maximum polarization sensitivity (Fig. 4). Bump rates remained 

constant (1.26 bumps/sec.) throughout the experiment. A chi-squared 

analysis of the goodness of fit at the 30% level shows no 

statistically significant departure between the observed values and 

those expected from Poisson statistics. Calculations followed the 

method of Lillywhite (1977). 
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The results support previous observations in locust (Lillywhite 

1977) that a captured photon produces at most one bump, as there is no 

excess of short inter-bump intervals in the records. 

Electrophysiological measurement of rhabdomeric dichroism 

In response to prolonged dim illumination of polarized light of 

constant intensity (monochromatic 499 nm) the average bump rate was 

approximately 5.0 times greater at the maximum E-vector orientation 

than the minimum. The ratios for different cells (n=11) ranged from 

1.9 to 5.63 (Table 1, col. C) These ratios (BPS) represent an 

electrophysiological estimate of the rhabdomere ' s intrinsic dichroism 

since bump rates constitute the rate of effective photon captures at 

the respective E-vector orientations. A sample recording of bumps 

during prolonged dim illumination of constant intensity (499 nm) with 

minimum E-vector orientation (0.28 bumps/sec . ) and in the same cell 

with the polaroid filter rotated 90° to the maximum E-vector 

orientation (1.43 bumps/sec.), with other factors constant, are shown 

in figures Sa and Sb respectively. 

Rotation of the polaroid filter 180° from maximum E-vector 

position after measurements were made at E-minimum, gave the same bump 

rates as the first determination of E-maximum, which demonstrated 

constancy of sensitivity to phptons during the experimental run. As 

expected from the linear relation between photon flux and bump 

frequency, the measurement of the change in stimulus intensity 

required to give the same response at minimum E-vector orientation as 

at maximum E-vector orientation yielded the same ratio (for a given 

cell) as the ratio of bump rates at the two polaroid positions using 

constant intensity illumination. 



Table l. Data from each cell 

Cell no. PS (499 nm) BPS (499 nm) BPS (621 nm) 
(graded (bumps) (bumps) 
potentials) z±SE x±SE 

1 2.8 2.33 ± 0.32 2.53 ± 0.48 
2 2.5 1.72±0.38 1.49±0.14 
3 5.6 5.05 ± 0.89 5.09 ± 0.62 
4 5.0 5.21 ± 0.87 
5 5.3 4.69 ± 0.75 4.36±0.51 
6 4.0 4.65 ± 0.47 4.98 ±0.55 
7 2.5 2.32 ± 0.30 3.53 ± 0.49 
8 5.0 5.63 ±0.73 
9 4.47 4.5 ± 0.63 3.79 ± 0.42 

10 5.0 5.53 ±0.58 5.84±0.71 
11 4.8 4.66 ± 0.41 
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Recently, Stowe (1983) has observed unequal depths of microvillar 

bands in Leptograpsus, but in low frequency and only in small 

proportions (-5~) of the total rhabdom length, and has considered its 

affect on polarization sensitivity. If one direction of microvilli 

systematically contributes more to the layered rhabdom than cells with 

microvilli perpendicularly orientated, the response in a cell making 

the smallest contribution of microvilli to the rhabdom will be 

attenuated at minimum E-vector: cells with microvilli perpendicularly 

orientated will be maximally stimulated and thus will absorb more of 

the available light. Measured PS would be greater than the 

rhabdomere's intrinsic dichroism for a cell which makes the smallest 

contribution of microvilli to the central rhabdom, since the 

differential absorption between maximum and minimum E-vector 

orientations is increased due to the attenuation at minimum E-vector. 

Conversely, PS would be less than the rhabdomere's dichroism for a 

cell that makes the largest contribution of microvilli to the rhabdom. 

The effect is wavelength dependent, being maximum for optimal 

wavelengths and negligible at non-optimum wavelengths. At non-optimum 

wavelength the sensitivity is reduced, therefore less of the total 

available light is absorbed by any one cell and the effect of 

absorption by an antagonist cell is insignificant. 

To measure such effects if present, bumps were also recorded in 

the same cell using monochromatic polarized light of non-optimum 

wavelength (Table 1 col. D) where sensitivity is reduced by a factor 

of 50 (Stowe 1980b). A paired t-test showed that there was no 

statistically significant difference from the BPS ratios at optimum 

wavelength. The modal BPS ratios using non-optimum wavelength was 

also 5. 
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No evidence for positive inter-receptor electric coupling, as 

Lillywhite (1978) described for locust retinula cells was found. The 

frequency of bump-amplitudes remained constant independent of E-vector 

orientation. 

Polarization sensitivity (PS) 

It has previously been demonstrated that crustacean retinula cells 

respond maximally to plane polarized light when the E-vector is 

orientated either horizontal or vertical with the eye in its alert 

position (Shaw 1966). The polarization sensitivity peaks correspond 

to the orientation of the retinula cells' microvilli. This response 

has been confirmed in Leptograpsus. Also the polaroid positions which 

produced either a maximal or minimal response were observed to remain 

constant across the whole eye. This constancy of microvillar 

orientation would have functional significance if PS channels are 

summed more centrally, preventing PS information from being lost. 

The sensitivity of 28 photoreceptors to polarized light was 

measured. The modal polarization sensitivity value was 5.0 with a 

range from 1.8 to 7.5 (Fig. 6). 2 All PS response curves fitted a cos 

function, demonstrating the absence of passive inhibitory electrical 

interaction between retinula cells having different microvillar 

orientation. In the presence of passive inhibitory electrical 

interaction, the response for a given cell at minimum E-vector 

orientation would be attenuated by the antagonist cell which is 

maximally stimulated. Thus the PS response curve for a cell in the 

presence of passive inhibitory electrical interaction would not follow 

2 f . a cos unct1on. The finding of Stowe (1980b) that the average PS of 

12 cells in Leptograpsus is 10.0 is not confirmed. No correlation was 

found between PS values and specific regions of the eye. 
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In 11 of the 28 cells recorded, PS was determined in the same cell 

that BPS was measured. A sample of a typical recording is shown in 

Fig. 7. The relation between PS measured using the standard 

electrophysiological method (graded potentials) and PS measured by 

quantal responses (bumps) is shown in Fig. 8. In all recordings PS 

was equal to BPS. A paired t-test showed that there was no 

statistically significant difference between PS and BPS. 
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Averaged P.S. Run Averaged V/Log I 

Fig. 7. A sample of a typical recording of graded potentials 
to calculate PS, taken from the same cell as in Fig. 5. The 
PS curve represents averaged responses measured at different 
polaroid positions through 180° in 10° steps. The maxima and 
minima responses of the PS curve are projected on to the cell's 
corresponding V/log I curve and yields a PS value of 5.6. 
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DISCUSSION: 

Discrete depolarizations (bumps) recorded in retinula cells in 

response to dim light are reported here for the first time in 

Crustacea. Similar responses to photons have been observed in other 

arthropod classes: Merostomata (Fuortes and Yeandle 1964), Arachnida 

(Laughlin et al, 1980), and Insecta (Lillywhite, 1977). The 

statistics of the bumps are consistent with the hypothesis that they 

represent the photoreceptor's response to single absorbed photons. 

The photoreceptive membrane was estimated to have a 46% quantum 

capture efficiency (Q.C.E.). This could be either an underestimate if 

all the quanta that pass through a facet do not arrive at the rhabdom 

or an overestimate if the results used to calculate the Q.C.E. were 

recordings taken from R7 because R7 contributes twice as many 

microvilli to the rhabdom as R1-R6 (see Fig. 1). 

Since Q. C . E. =)'(l--eal) the absorption coefficient can be estimated 

and yields a value of 0.0074 where y equals the probability of a 

cis-trans isomerization of the visual pigment when a photon is 

absorbed (y-=0.67, Cronin and Goldsmith 1982), l equals the thickness 

of photoreceptive membrane that light traverses (-150~ per retinular 

cell) and a equals the percentage 

photoreceptive membrane per micron. 

of light absorbed by the 

An absorption coefficient of 

0.0078 is similar to a value measured (MSP) for another decapod 

crustacean (lobster:a=0.007, Bruno et al 1977). 

The presence of bumps in a crustacean photoreceptor in response to 

polarized light provided a unique opportunity to measure the 

physiological dichroic properties of the rhabdomere in vivo. This was 
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possible since bump rates represent the direct electrophysiological 

measurement of the visual pigment's selective absorption to single 

photons having different E-vector orientations. 

Rhabdomeric dichroic ratio defined for the present discussion 

refers to the orientation and dichroic properties of the chromophore 

in the microvillar membrane (intrinsic dichroism) and the packing and 

refractive index of the membrane (form dichroism) . However, 

Isrealachvili et al (1975) calculated that the effect of form 

dichroism on the dichroic ratio is so small as to warrant no 

attention. 

In the crab Leptograpsus, the average rhabdomeric dichroism was 

estimated to be 4. 21 (±1. 4, S.D.; n=11) . However, the most common 

value was 5.0 (±0.43, S.D; n=8) the distribution being skewed by 3 

cells with values of ca. 2.0 (Fig. 8). 

The possibility of obtaining inaccurate estimates of dichroism due 

to extraneous effects caused by direct electric-coupling (Lillywhite 

1978), or inhibitory electrical interactions (Muller 1973) between 

retinula cells, or unequal depths of alternating rhabdomere layers 

(Stowe 1983) can be eliminated. In Leptograpsus, there is no evidence 

for direct electric-coupling or inhibitory electrical interaction. 

Furthermore, BPS ratios were measured using non-optimum wavelengths 

where the effect of unequal microvillar layers is negligible (Stowe 

1983) . No statistically significant difference between BPS ratios 

measured using optimum and non-optimum wavelengths was observed. This 

result does not confirm the model proposed by Stowe (1983). The most 

likely explanation is that the variation in relative microvillar band 

depths observed over short segments (-5 ~) by Stowe (1983) is not 

systematically maintained over the whole length of the rhabdom (-300 
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J.l1n) • For a rhabdomeric dichroism equal to 5, variations in 

microvillar band depths will only have an appreciable affect on the 

measured BPS and PS values 

that are orientated in 

(at peak A) if all the microvillar bands 

one direction systematically contribute 

approximately twice as much microvilli to the fused tiered rhabdom 

than microvillar bands orientated in the other direction. 

In the present report, BPS determined dichroic ratios equal the 

polarization sensitivity ratios in the same cell. This finding 

resolves one aspect of a longstanding controversy: whether or not PS 

values measured using graded potentials reflect the rhabdomere's 

dichroic properties. Paradoxical disagreement between the dichroic 

and polarization sensitivity ratios, measured by different techniques 

generated this controversy. The modal rhabdomeric dichroic ratio of 5 

estimated from bump rates are considerably higher than values measured 

microspectrophotometrically (employing isolated rhabdoms) i!"l Libinia 

and Orconectes (rev. Goldsmith 19 7 5) The low MSP value obtained by 

previous workers could represent species differences in rhabdomeric 

dichroism. More likely, the natural orientation of rhodopsin 

molecules is destroyed in isolated rhabdoms due to the lability of the 

microvillar cytoskeleton which dichroism may depend upon (Blest et al 

1982) . 

A rhabdomeric dichroism of 5 requires preferential alignment of 

the chromophores along the microvillar axis throughout the rhabdom 

(Moody and Pariss, 1961) . Assuming the chromophores are ideal dipoles 

and tilted at an angle of 22° out of the plane of the microvillar 

membrane (side-on dichroism is =5 in vertebrate rods, Harosi and 

McNichol Jr., 1974), would require the rhodopsin chromophores to be 

aligned at an angle of 28° relative to the longitudinal axis of the 
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microvillus (Snyder and Laughlin 1975, Israelachvili and Wilson 1976). 

Alternatively, the angle will be less than 28° for chromophores not 

perfectly dichroic or aligned but distributed about a mean direction. 

The latter would more likely account for the observation of a range in 

dichroic values about a mean value of 5, although the possibility that 

the chromophores are highly aligned but the direction of the 

microvilli is not maintained constant over the length of the rhabdom 

for a given retinular cell cannot be ruled out. Irrespective of which 

of the above alternatives proves to be correct, for preferential 

alignment of rhodopsin molecules, a restricted molecular mobility is 

required. Restricted translational and rotational diffusion of 

rhodopsin molecules has been described in crayfish (Goldsmith and 

Wehner 1977) . A number of mechanisms could account for the 

orientation and restricted mobility of rhodopsin molecules in the 

microvillar membrane: (1) the microvillar membrane is not very fluid 

(Israelachvili and Wilson 1976), (2) direct anchoring of rhodopsin 

molecules to a relatively fixed plasmalemmal undercoat (Goldsmith and 

Wehner 1977, Blest and Eddey 1984) and: (3) channeling of rhodopsin 

molecules by membrane-associated barriers which would reduce 

translational diffusion (Kopel et al 1981, Blest and Eddey 1984), 

coupled with restricted rotational diffusion due to spatial 

constraints imparted by the packing of asymmetric rhodopsin molecules. 

Freeze-fracture replicas of crayfish microvillar membrane have 

demonstrated particles (rhodopsin molecules) arranged in diagonal rows 

along the microvillar axis (Fernandez and Nickel 1976, Yamada 1979, 

Winterhager 1981) . This probably reflects the channeling of rhodopsin 

molecules by membrane-associated glycoproteins (de Couet et al 1984; 

de Couet 1984) relatively fixed to an axial submembranous cytoskeleton 
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as described in squid (Sabil 1982) and blowfly microvilli (Blest and 

Eddey 1984) . Freeze-fracture replicas of crayfish microvillar 

membrane have also demonstrated asymmetric rhodopsin molecules (Eguchi 

and Waterman 1976) . Furthermore, twisting of the axial filament would 

increase the restriction in translational diffusion and effect the 

degree of preferential alignment of the rhodopsin molecules. Twisting 

of the axial filament could be a mechanism invoked to account for the 

observed ranges in angular orientation of the diagonal rows of 

rhodopsin molecules along the microvillar axis, and may have important 

consequences regarding dichroism. 

The maximum value of crustacean rhabdomeric dichroism, remains a 

question. Polarization sensitivity ratios recorded in portuniid crabs 

have yielded values in excess of 10 (Shaw 1969, Leggett 1978). A 

number of factors could account for these large PS ratios: (1) 

Rhabdomeric dichroism could be higher in portuniid crabs. A high 

rhabdomeric dichroism would be of functional significance to visually 

active predatory animals underwater. Lythgoe and Hemmings (1967) have 

demonstrated a potential improvement in visual contrast offered by 

polarization sensitivity for underwater vision where contrast is at a 

premium. (2) Variations in the depths of the orthogonal microvillar 

layers along the length of the rhabdom may be a strategy adopted by 

portuniid crabs to enhance PS above the rhabdomere's dichroic 

properties. Such a strategy has been described for a cladoceran and 

was interpreted as a mechanism to increase the ability to detect prey 

(Odselius and Nilsson 1983). However in one species of portuniid 

crabs, Portunus depurator systematic variation between the two 

orthogonally orientated layers of microvilli along the whole length of 

the rhabdom has not been observed (Nilsson personal communication) . 
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(3) PS even in portuniid crabs may not be as high as previous workers 

reported : PS ratios were not measured using averaged responses. A 

conservative estimate of the inherent error in such determinations due 

to the variance in responses to a fixed stimulus and experimental 

error in calibration would be 0.2 log units intensity. A dichroism of 

5.0 would then yield values between 3.0 to 8.0. The unreliability in 

estimating PS would account for the occasional PS values that exceed 

the maximum theoretical value of 20 for perfectly aligned chromophores 

(Snyder and Laughlin 1975) as recorded by Leggett (1978) . 
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CHAPTER III 
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OF A CRUSTACEAN EYE 
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ABSTRACT: 

1. The mechanism underlying the shore crab's ability to perceive 

slow movement was addressed in a study of the temporal resolution 

of the crab photoreceptor. 

2. The temporal properties of a shore crab (Leptograpsus 

variegatus) photoreceptor were measured intracellularly in 

response to a sinusoidally modulating light intensity and to a 

brief flash of light. 

3. Fourier analysis of the impulse response demonstrated a close 

match with the frequency response functions obtained using a 

sinusoidally modulating stimulus having a contrast of 30%. The 

agreement between the two methods of stimulation showed responses 

were within the linear range of the cell . 

4. The results show that during light-adaptation the time-to

peak of the impulse response decreases from ca. 35 ms. to 22 ms. 

(Fig. 1), and that the main effect was upon the gain of the 

frequency response function (ie. a shift in the amplitude curve 

along the frequency axis). 

5. The crab photoreceptor has a frequency resolution and phase 

lag comparable to the locust (Pinter, 1972) with a high frequency 

cut-off of ca. 50 Hz. and a high frequency asymptote at ca. 400° 

phase lag, (Figs. 2 and 3). 
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6. The slope of the phase lag (when frequency is plotted on a 

linear scale) predicts a time-to-peak of the photoreceptor 

response closely corresponding to the measured time-to-peak of 

the impulse response. 

7. The results reveal that the photoreceptors are not sluggish, 

indicating that the crab's resolution of slow movement must 

necessarily be the consequence of higher-order neural 

specializations. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Optokinetic responses in crabs have revealed a remarkable 

sensitivity to slow movement. In an early study, Herridge and 

Sandeman (1964) demonstrated that crabs can perceive movements 

slower than 15° hour- 1 (celestial movement); representing a 

sensitivity 60 times better than humans. Optokinetic responses 

are evoked by movement of the whole visual world and provide the 

animal with a stable visual background. Stabilization movements 

as triggered by the optokinetic response are an effective means 

of compensating for inadvertent rotations and provide information 

about the animal's own movements in its visual world. The animal 

will move its stalked eyes at a velocity and a direction which 

are related to the movement of the average visual background. 

The mechanism and visual subsystems responsible for the crab's 

ability to perceive extremely slow movements has however remained 

unexplored beyond the initial observations. A major feature of 

the optokinetic response is the reliability with which it can be 

evoked (i.e. does not habituate) either during uniform motion of 

the whole visual scene or by apparent motion. Analysis of the 

optokinetic response has demonstrated a complex process, 

involving processing in the eye, at each level in the optic 

lobes, in the motor centres of the brain and in the summation of 

neurons on the muscles. 

The present study was undertaken to characterize the 

frequency response of the photoreceptors to determine whether the 

photoreceptor frequency response in any way limits the crab's 

ability to detect such slow movement. A long integrating time 
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constant in photoreceptors could provide a substrate for temporal 

summation necessary for real time abstraction of slow movements. 

Initial studies of the temporal resolution of photoreceptors in 

insects demonstrated the relation that fast moving animals 

possess a higher flicker fusion frequency (Autrum 1950, 1958), 

but the slow end of the time scale has not been considered. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

Animals used were the shore crab Leptograpsus variegatus 

(Brachyura) . Young adults with carapace widths 25-35 mrn were 

collected near Batemans Bay, NSW. Animals were maintained in a 

closed S.W. system under a fluorescent light:dark regime of ca. 

14:10 hrs. 

For recording from retinula cells, crabs were first induced 

to autotomize their legs, then were secured in a perspex holder. 

Animals were secured using Dental Wax (Surgident) around the leg 

stumps and a mixture of melted violin resin and beeswax (1:2) was 

applied over the dorsal carapace which hardened against the 

holder, facilitating stable recording. The eye was immobilized 

in the animal's natural alert seeing position using the same 

method. A silver wire introduced into a rear leg stump acted as 

the indifferent electrode. Microelectrodes having 120-180 M ohms 

resistance were introduced through a small hole ( 160~ diam.) in 

the dorsal lateral cornea made using a fresh chip of razor 

blade. After impalement of a retinula cell, the stimulating 

light source, subtending an angle of 0 less than 1.7 at the eye, 

was positioned on the optical axis using a Cardan arm. 

The stimulus was a high intensity light emitting-diode 

(L.E.D.) having a spectral output of A max. 560 nm. with a 

half-width of 15 nm. The intensity of light was regulated by 

varying the input voltage by use of a PDP-11/23 computer via a 

digital to analog converter. 

The measurements of impulse and frequency responses over a 

variety of adaptation states were obtained by using an array of 
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L.E.D.'s (A max 560 nm) fixed radially about the stimulus, 

providing a range of steady background intensities. Impulse 

responses were measured using flashes of 1 ms. duration. For 

frequency response measurements the L.E.D. was sinusoidally 

modulated, driven by a PDP-11/23 computer via a digital to analog 

converter. The computer program could sinusoidally modulate the 

stimulus over a range of constant background intensities. In the 

experiments reported here a contrast modulation of 30% was used. 

After data analysis, amplitude and phase relationships were 

plotted by hand. 

The amplitude frequency response of the intracellular 

potential is a measurement of the sinusoidal response (defined as 

peak-to-peak) to the modulation of the intensity, as a function 

of frequency. 

The phase angle of the frequency response is the difference 

in phase angle (in degrees) between the intracellular response 

and the sinusoidal stimulating intensity, measured as a function 

of frequency. 

Responses were displayed on an oscilloscope and linked to a 

PDPll/23 computer running a Medusa data analysis system (DAOS-11) 

under RTll for subsequent averaging, storage and analysis. 

Experiments were carried out at room temperature (20±1°C). 
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RESULTS: 

The normalised impulse response representing the averaged 

waveforms from ca. 100 responses to 1 msec. flashes of light is 

shown in Figure 1. The maximum peak amplitude produced by the 

L.E.D. rarely exceeded 25 mv. {n=14), representing only one third 

of the normal range of responses. Thus an accurate measurement 

of the differences between fully light-adapted {L.A.) and dark

adapted {D.A.) retinula cells could not be made. The overall 

shape of the impulse response of the crab photoreceptor is 

similar to that recorded in other animals {Howard, et al, 1984) . 

During light adaptation the time-to-peak of the response 

decreased by a factor of about 1.5. The decrease in time-to-peak 

is half as large as reported in other photoreceptors {Fuortes and 

Hodgkin, 1964; Pinter 1972; Baylor et al 1974, Howard et al 

1984), probably on account of the limited range of light 

intensities available from the L.E.D. The shortest time-to-peak 

recorded in the crab of 23 msec. corresponds closely to the L.A. 

locust photoreceptor of 22 msec (Howard, 1981). The decrease in 

time-to-peak of the L.A. impulse response represents an improved 

temporal resolution of the eye, so reducing the loss of spatial 

information caused by the temporal smearing effects of movement 

(Srinivasan and Bernard, 1975) . 

To determine the temporal resolution of the crab 

photoreceptor, the amplitude and phase change of the 

photoreceptor response to a sinusoidally modulating light source 

was measured (Figs. 2 and 3). The photoreceptor sine wave 

response, lagging the input, demonstrates a linearity of the 
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Fig. 1 Normalised light and dark adapted impulse responses. 
Light adapted waveform represents the average response from 50 l 
ms. flashes of light. The maximum peak response is 28.9 mv, with 
a time-to-peak of 23 msec. Dark adapted waveform represents the 
average response from 100 1 ms. flashes of light. The maximum 
peak amplitude is 3.1 mv., having a time-to-peak of 35 msec. 
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photoreceptor within the range of modulation used up to 0.3. The 

results are from averaged waveforms (ca. 8 repeats for low 

frequencies and ca. 100 repeats for high frequencies). Also 

Fourier transformation of the impulse response demonstrated a 

close fit to the frequency response function in phase lag and 

amplitude characteristics, further demonstrating the linearity of 

the photoreceptor response under the experimental conditions. In 

Figure 2, the slope of the phase lag relationship predicts a 

time-to-peak of the photoreceptor response of 25 msec. (L.A.), 

closely matching the measured 

response. The time-to-peak (T ) 
p 

derived from Figure 2; T =1/360 p 

time-to-peak of the impulse 

assuming a linear system is 

(¢/f)sec where¢ represents the 

phase lag and f equals the frequency. (Schwarzenbach and Gill, 

1984) . The derivation of the T from a phase-lag relationship p 

has not been previously described by previous workers due to 

their choice of data representation (i.e. frequency plotted on a 

log scale) . 

The crab photoreceptor has a frequency resolution and phase 

lag comparable to the locust (Pinter, 1972) except the shape and 

phase characteristics of crab retinula cell potentials in 

response to sinusoidal waveforms of light intensity are not as 

flat at low frequencies. The frequency response function shows a 

high frequency cut-off of ca. SO Hz and a high frequency 

0 asymptote at ca. 400 phase lag. Keeping constant the percentage 

modulation but varying the mean light intensity of either the 

stimulus or the background adapting array of L.E.D.'s did not 

cause a change in the phase characteristics of the frequency 

response. The only effect of light adaptation was upon the gain 
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of the frequency response function. The gain is expressed as the 

magnitude of depolarization in log units A, where A= H(o)/H(v) 

and H(o) is the voltage in the receptor and H(v) is the voltage 

supplied to the stimulus. The effect of dark adaptation is the 

reduction in sensitivity of the photoreceptor at all frequencies 

i.e. a shift in the amplitude curve along the frequency axis. 

Given that the phase characteristics are a more sensitive 

indicator of the time constant for the photoreceptor system, it 

is demonstrated that light adaptation has no detectable effect 

upon the time course of phototransduction. 
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Fig. 2 The phase difference between stimulus and response signals 
as a function of frequency of a sinusoidally modulating light 

0 
stimulus of 30%. The high frequency asymptote occurs at ca. 400 . 
The slope of the phase lag versus frequency predicts a time-to
peak of 25 msec. for the L.A. photoreceptor response and a time
to-peak of 28 msec. for the D.A. photoreceptor response. Note, 
the absence of a low-frequency roll-off, demonstrating the ability 
of the photoreceptor to reliably pass D.C. signals of low temporal 

frequencies. 
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Fig. 3 The log amplitude as a function of frequency of a 
sinusoidally modulating light stimulus. The temporal resolution 
of the crab photoreceptor has a high frequency cut-off of ca. 50 
Hz. Note the shape of the curves do not change markedly between 
L.A. and D.A. states. 
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DISCUSSION: 

The relationship between slow visual motion resolution and 

the general behaviour of the animal is not at all obvious in 

crabs as it is for other animals. As Autrum (1950) first 

demonstrated, with flicker fusion experiments, fast flying 

insects have a higher temporal resolving power than non-flying 

insects. The need for fast image formation for fast moving 

animals undoubtedly placed considerable selection pressure on the 

temporal dynamics of their eyes. The demands placed on an animal 

needing to see in a fast moving environment can be readily 

appreciated by a consideration of fly acrobatics (Collett and 

Land 1975) . 

Although much effort has been devoted to increasing our 

knowledge of the dynamics of high temporal resolving power and 

the processes of phototransduction, little effort has been 

directd towards an understanding of the physiological mechanisms 

underlying detection of slow motion. 

The only evidence in support of an idea that slow 

photoreceptors could provide the first stage for slow movement 

detection comes from human psychophysical experiments. An 

increase in sensitivity to slow movement at low luminance, could 

be attributed to the temporal differences between the photopic 

and scotopic photoreceptors (Barlow, 1958; Burr, 1981). Rods 

have a slower temporal frequency response than cones, probably as 

a result of the differences in the temporal characteristics of 

transduction (Koch et al, 1986). Sluggish photoreceptors could 

provide a substrate for temporal summation and prolonged after-
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image effects necessary to maintain a threshold of a high-order 

interneuron in the crab. 

In the present study, the results show the temporal 

response characteristics of the crab photoreceptor are comparable 

to those of other animals and in particular the locust. 

Interestingly, Thorson (1966) also demonstrated that locusts can 

detect displacements of moving visual patterns as low as 0.005° 

and velocities as low as 0 38 /day. Therefore, the photoreceptors 

cannot play a significant role in the physiological mechanism 

underlying the crab's ability to perceive extremely slow 

movements as slow as that produced by celestial changes (i.e. 

15°/hr.). However, the photoreceptors do have a good D.C. gain 

at low temporal frequencies, necessary for the transmission of 

low frequency information. Thus, the crab's resolution of slow 

movement must necessarily be the consequence of higher-order 

neural specializations. 

The finding that the crab does not possess sluggish 

photoreceptors is not wholly unexpected. The temporal smearing 

effects of motion are reduced by fast photoreceptors (Srinivasan 

and Bernard, 1975) and a high temporal frequency response 

improves the information capacity of a photoreceptor, by allowing 

for more signal fluctuations per unit time and improves the 

visual system's ability to define a moving object's position in 

space (Laughlin, 1975) . Thus, it would seem that slow 

photoreceptor response speeds are indeed a disadvantage to visual 

systems, with the mechanism responsible for slow movement 

detection best suited to centres of higher visual processing. 
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A likely centre for such processing may well be a class of 

crustacean medullary movement detect i on interneurons. Sandeman 

et al (1975), recording from Carcinus medullary optokinetic 

interneurons, characterised three classes of motion interneurons, 

all having different temporal properties. One class in 

particular is noteworthy, having a responsiveness to velocities 

of 0.005°/sec to 10°/sec. and a long after-image discharge 

lasting up to 12 sec. Support for this also comes from Limulus 

in which eccentric cells have a critical duration greater than 

the retinula cells at corresponding intensity levels indicating 

temporal summation does increase with distance from the receptor 

(Kong and Wasserman, 1978) . Also, X and Y cells in cat retinal 

ganglion cells appear to be tuned to low and high spatial 

frequencies with psychophysical experiments indicating that the 

low spatial frequency tuned cells have higher temporal properties 

(Shapley and Perry, 1986) . 

What advantages would be conferred on an animal able to 

perceive extremely slow movements and how does the temporal 

acuity of the crab compare with its lifestyle? A possible clue 

comes from the well known phenomenon that moving objects attract 

visual attention more readily than stationary objects against a 

uniform background (i.e. having similar contrast quality), (for a 

good example illustrating the detection of shapes by relative 

movement see Sanyo, 1982), and that predatory animals commonly 

employ strategies to mask their movement such as the stalking by 

tigers and the forwards-backwards movement by chameleons. 

Sensitivity to slow movement increases sensitivity to 

movements of objects at a greater distance from the observer. 
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The farther an object is from an observer, the smaller the 

angular distance per unit time the object will move through, 

assuming a constant speed. The constraints limiting perception 

of moving distant objects must be one of obtaining a 

significantly reliable signal between correlation units 

underlying motion perception. Temporal summation of signals 

could be a useful strategy to overcome this limitation. Where 

selective pressure has acted on an animal to provide an early 

alert warning signal of potential distant predators, one may 

expect to find a pronounced sensitivity to slow movement. Though 

a central memory system on intuitive grounds could be regarded as 

satisfying the criteria necessary for perception of slow moving 

objects, considerable load would be placed on higher visual 

centres · without an apriori knowledge of the specific region 

within the visual field where movement will occur. A memory 

system can only replace a slow movement detection system when 

visual attention centres on a specific region of the visual 

environment where the movement occurs. By comparison, an animal 

possessing a slow motion detection system will automatically 

perceive movements within the whole visual field at any time 

without a prior knowledge or expectation where movement will most 

likely occur. 

Crabs live in an environment characterised by slowly moving 

animals such as limpets, whelks and chitons and a sensitivity to 

slow movement could well provide a clue of potential food 

sources. Also, temporal summation at higher interneuronal levels 

increases visual sensitivity in dim light conditions. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CAN A SHORE CRAB SEE A STAR? 
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ABSTRACT: 

1. The absolute-intensity threshold of the optokinetic 

response in the crab Leptograpsus variegatus was measured using a 

moving continuous monochromatic point source. The results are 

compared to the photoreceptor responses of the same animal (Doujak, 

1984), to determine the photoreceptor signal for the same behavioural 

threshold stimuli. 

2. Optokinetic eye movements demonstrate that at the peak of 

spectral sensitivity (499 nm.), the minimum intensity of light 

incident on the eye which the animal can 

-2 -1 photons em sec. (mean±S. D., N= 1.8) 

-1 -1 photon flux of about 6 photons facet sec. 

detect is 4.0±1.5 x 10 5 

This is equivalent to a 

3. Comparison of behavioural and electrophysiological studies 

shows that at the above behavioural thresholds, the retinula cells 

respond with a train of discrete membrane depolarizations (bumps) . 

The mean bump rate recorded in retinula cells at the absolute-

intensity threshold of the optokinetic response to a moving point 

source is -1 22±5 bumps min. (mean±S.D., N=6). 

4. Optokinetic experiments reveal an absolute sensitivity of 

the crab's apposition eye to a point source that is only about 900 

times less sensitive than the human eye: theoretical estimates based 

on quantum capture efficiency and lens size predict a much larger 

difference. The experimental findings provide the first definitive 

proof that an animal possessing a compound eye can see a star, albeit 

only stars of 0.5 magnitude and brighter. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

One measure of a visual system's performance is its ability to 

detect point sources of low intensity. For the human visual system 

Hecht et al (1942) determined that a minimum of 5 to 10 photon 

absorptions within 0.1 sec. are necessary to produce a sensation of 

light. The absolute-intensity threshold would be roughly equivalent 

to the earlier observations made by astronomers that an observer can 

see a star of 8th. magnitude under ideal conditions (Curtis, 1901). 

The minimum intensity of a point source that a given visual 

system can perceive is largely set by the size of its lens, which 

limits the photon flux available to the photoreceptors. Since facets 

in compound eyes are smaller than the pupil in lens eyes, it has 

generally been accepted that compound eyes have a poor absolute 

sensitivity to point sources (Barlow, 1952; p.272 Rodieck, 1973; 

Kirschfeld, 1974). Theoretical comparison of the absolute sensitivity 

of lens and compound eyes based on lens size differences led Rodieck 

(1973) and Kirschfeld (1974) to conclude that an animal possessing an 

apposition eye should not be able to perceive even the brightest 

"star" in the night sky. Horridge (1966b) suggested that some of 

the brighter stars might be seen though his experimental findings do 

not support this. 

In spite of the commonly held assertion that animals with 

compound eyes are virtually blind to the richness of the night sky, 

no behavioural light threshold for point sources, apart from an early 

attempt by Horridge (1966a), has yet been established. Although 

numerous behavioural experiments have confirmed the high absolute 

sensitivity of insect optomotor systems, demonstrating that 
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intensities which produce single photon responses are adequate 

sensory stimuli (Fermi and Reichardt, 1963; Reichardt, 1969a; Scholes 

and Reichardt, 1969; Lillywhite and Dvorak, 1980; Dubs et al, 1981), 

all the stimuli employed have been extended sources. The 

demonstration of spatial summation at low light intensities as a 

mechanism for increasing photon capture (Dubs et al, 1981) makes it 

difficult to estimate the absolute-intensity threshold for a point 

source from threshold experiments using extended sources. 

A recent electrophysiological investigation of a crustacean 

photoreceptor revealed discrete membrane depolarizations (bumps) in 

response to absorption of single isolated photons at low light 

intensities (Doujak, 1984) . The aim of the present report is to 

establish the absolute minimum intensity of a point source that a 

crustacean visual system can detect and to compare this with the 

previous electrophysiological study to determine the photoreceptor 

signal at behavioural threshold. Factors that may account for the 

discrepancy between the high absolute sensitivity measured 

behaviourally and the low absolute sensitivity predicted from the 

small entrance pupil of a crab's eye are also discussed. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

Optokinetic experiments were carried out on the Australian shore 

crab, Leptograpsus variegatus. The animals were maintained at 20°C 

in a closed S.W. aquarium. The photoreceptive membrane in 

Leptograpsus is known to be actively involved in resynthesis 

producing a larger rhabdom at night (Stowe, 1980) . Since the effect 

of a natural dusk or dawn (twilight) on the magnitude of microvillar 

membrane resynthesis is not yet known, the aquarium was kept by a 

window in an otherwise dark room to insure optimal matching of the 

animal's natural light environment. 

Optokinetic eye movements evoked by a moving point source in an 

otherwise dark room were recorded in intact animals. Measurements 

were made from animals without regard to sex and/or size. All 

experiments were prepared during dusk and carried out 2 to 7 hours 

after dusk to ensure measurement of absolute light sensitivity of 

dark-adapted night eyes. 

The method used to record excursions of the eye due to tracking 

of the light source is illustrated in Fig. 1. Crabs were positioned 

at the centre of a perimeter device by a perspex holder glued to the 

back of the carapace, and allowed to walk on a styrofoam ball 

floating in a S.W. filled beaker. An accurate measure of the angular 

excursion of the eye was provided by a lightweight flag (thin black 

photographic paper attached to the end of a thin silver wire) glued 

to the top of the eyestalk so that it projected over the back of the 

animal. The flag imposed a negligible load (0.015 g) on the eye and 

did not affect the eye movements or occlude vision. The flag was 

interposed between an Infra Red LED (880 nm.) and a silicon 
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photodetector. Optokinetic eye movements cause a displacement of the 

flag, exposing a variable area of the photodetector to the Infra Red 

beam. The LED and photodetector were initially aligned so that the 

detector is completely occluded when the eye is in its natural alert 

seeing position. Eye movements were monitored by the output of the 

photodetector; the larger the displacement of the eye from the 

longitudinal axis of the animal the larger the output recorded from 

the photodetector. The above method could reliably detect angular 

excursions of the eye as low as 1.0° and overall excursions as large 

as 90° to either side of the animal. 

The light stimulus was a monochromatic (499nm) point source 

obtained by passing light from a tungsten-iodide bulb (GE 46) through 

a narrow-band spectral interference filter (Schott) upon one end of a 

quartz-fibre optic light guide. The interference filter was checked 

for undesirable secondary transmission which would overestimate 

radiometric calibrations of the effective spectral stimulus 

intensity. The interference filter was checked between 200nm. and 

800nm. (spectral response of photomultiplier) on a Shimadzu 

Graphicord spectrophotometer and had a peak transmittance at 499nm. 

with a half band width of Bnm. and contained no side band 

transmittance. The light source and filter were encased within a 

light-tight aluminum holder allowing light to leave only through the 

light guide. The intensity of the light source was controlled by 

adjusting the output of a D.C. power supply. The stimulating end of 

the light guide was fixed on a Cardan arm 27 ems. in front of the 

animal supplying virtually parallel rays to the crab's eye. The 

stimulus was effectively a point source, subtending 0.2° at the 

cornea. For threshold experiments using polarized light, a holder 
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was fitted to the stimulating end of the light guide, allowing a 

polaroid filter (type HN22) to be interposed between the light guide 

and the animal. All the experiments were carried out in a dark room, 

where the only light available to the animal was that provided by the 

stimulus. 

The perimeter device was motorized to provide smooth movement of 

the light source horizontally about the animal. A range of 

velocities could be selected; however, · in all the experiments to be 

described, a velocity producing an angular displacement of ca. 180° 

per hour about the animal was chosen. 

The intensity of the stimulus incident on the crab's eye was 

calibrated ~sUu using an International Light radiant flux detector 

(PM 270D) with an IL 760 photomultiplier power supply and an 

International Light research radiometer (700). The PM 270D 

photomultiplier has a high radiometric efficiency, resolving lxlo-13 

-2 watts em at SOOnm., and can measure the dimmest light used in the 

experiments. The light intensities were measured in watts cm-2 at 

499nm. and converted to equivalent photons cm-2 sec-1 at 499nm., with 

appropriate corrections for the photomultiplier's spectral 

sensitivity applied. The photomultiplier and radiometer were 

standardized by International Light Inc. the radiometric calibrations 

of which are traceable to the National Bureau of Standards in 

Washington, D.C. The combined measurement accuracy of the 

instruments is + 2.0%. The stability of the light source was tested 

over the duration of the experiments and showed no significant signs 

of change in its output. 
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RESULTS: 

Optokinetic eye movements in crabs can be evoked by movement of 

a striped drum or light-spot about the midline axis of a stationary 

animal, provided the stimulus is the only object on which the eye can 

stabilize (Herridge and Sandeman, 1964; Herridge, 1966a). The animal 

will move its stalked eyes at a velocity and in a direction which are 

related to the movement of the visual stimulus. Previous studies in 

Leptograpsus have demonstrated that the lateral-equatorial ommatidia 

are the most sensitive to movement of a visual stimulus (Sandeman, 

1978). Therefore in the present study, to ensure recording the 

absolute-intensity threshold of the optokinetic system, the point 

source stimulus was aligned with respect to the animal so that the 

equatorial region of the eye was illuminated. The eye movements were 

monitored continuously throughout the experiments. 

In all the experiments the light source moved through an angle 

of about 90° to either side of the animal and at a constant velocity 

0 -1 of 3.0 min. . Movement of the light source generally began at the 

front of the animal and after having moved through 90°, was followed 

by movement in the opposite direction. Prior to each run the 

intensity was set and remained constant throughout the full angular 

excursion of the light. At or near absolute threshold intensities, a 

minimum of 8 responses for each intensity were measured. 

Two main types of eye movements occur in Leptograpsus: a phasic 

and a tonic eye movement. The tonic eye movement (slow nystagmus) 

predominates when the eye is tracking a steadily moving visual field 

(light-spot in a dark room) and the phasic eye movement (fast 

nystagmus) is characteristic of the return of the eye to its normal 
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alert seeing position. Angular displacements of the eye more than 10° 

during the slow nystagmus phase are typically interrupted by a phasic 

eye movement. In response to supra-threshold stimuli, movement of 

the light source about the animal will result in a sequence of 

saccades (Fig. 2). 

The optokinetic experiments demonstrated that the minimum 

intensity required to evoke a response is at least three times higher 

at the front of the eye than at the side. At the absolute minimum 

intensity, only movement of the light source at the side of the 

animal would evoke a response. This agrees with the observation by 

Sandeman (1978) that the lateral-equatorial ommatidia are the most 

sensitive to horizontal movement, although Sandeman simply showed 

that larger eye movements were evoked when the stimulus was at the 

side of the animal. The differences in sensitivity to horizontal 

movement may in part account for the low sensitivity measured by 

Horridge (1966a), since only the absolute threshold of the frontal 

eye regions in his animals were measured. The differences between 

frontal and lateral regions of the eye could arise from differences 

in facet diameters and/or interommatidial angles, differing intensity 

thresholds of two independent optokinetic systems, or relative 

weighting of information from different points in the visual field 

upon a common optokinetic interneuron. The constancy of facet 

diameters and interommatidial angles along the horizontal meridians 

of the eye (Sandeman, 1978) and the observation that wide field 

stimuli produce more reliable and stronger optokinetic responses 

(Sandeman and Erber, 1976), implying considerable spatial summation 

across the eye, suggest the latter mechanism to be most likely. A 

lower threshold for the lateral-equatorial ommatidia could result 
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from preferential amplification of their signals, as a consequence of 

the location and density of their synapses. Spatial weighting of 

local motion information by synaptic density has been previously 

suggested as a mechanism to account for the spatial sensitivity 

profiles of motion sensitive interneurons in the fly (Hausen et al, 

1980) . 

Tonic optokinetic eye movements evoked by movement of a light 

stimulus in an otherwise dark room provided a method for identifying 

the minimum intensity of light the animal could see. The criterion 

used to establish the absolute-intensity threshold was: the minimum 

intensity at which the animal could track the stimulus for at least a 

total angular displacement of 8° across the eye. At or near threshold 

the intensity was progressively increased in ca. 0.5 log unit 

increment steps until the minimum intensity required to evoke a slow 

optokinetic following response could be ascertained. The intensity 

was then calculated from the calibration. 

The minimum intensity of light that would evoke an optokinetic 

response was found to be ca. 4.0±1.5 X 10 5 -2 -1 photons em sec. 

(mean±S.D., N=18) at the eye and is equivalent to a photon flux 

incident on the cornea of ca. 6 -1 -1 photons facet sec. (hexagonal 

facet diameter=45~) . The threshold intensities were the same for 

crabs of all sizes and both sexes. At or near threshold, the overall 

optokinetic response was weaker, with the eye not being able to track 

the movement of the light reliably (Fig. 3). The difference in 

velocity between the tonic eye movement and the stimulus increased at 

threshold intensities, demonstrating that the strength and magnitude 

of the response are related to the effectiveness of the stimulus. At 

low light intensities, quantum uncertainty in the stimulus due to the 
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Poisson nature of light will be an important factor governing the 

deterioration of the optokinetic response. 

A recent electrophysiological study of retinula cells in 

Leptograpsus has revealed the presence of discrete membrane 

depolarizations (bumps) in response to appropriate low light 

intensities (Doujak, 1984) . Statistical analysis of bump recordings 

is consistent with the hypothesis that bumps represent the 

photoreceptor's response to single photon absorptions. 

Comparison of behavioural and electrophysiological studies 

demonstrate that retinula cells, stimulated by a point source on axis 

and with an intensity equal to behavioural threshold, respond with a 

train of bumps -1 22±5min. (mean±S.D.,N=6) (Doujak, at a rate of 

1984). However, the absolute number of bumps per unit time which 

stimulate a higher order optokinetic neuron will depend on the extent 

of spatial summation between retinula cells, both within and between 

ommatidia. Although the use of a point source eliminates 

considerable spatial summation between neighbouring facets, in the 

dark-adapted night eye where the inter-ommatidial angle is 1.5° 

(Sandeman, 1978) and the angular acceptance function is 3.5° wide at 

the 50% level (personal observations), the nearest and second nearest 

facets will still be ca. 60% and 20% as sensitive as one receiving 

light on axis. To determine whether retinula cells within the same 

ommatidium are providing input to the optokinetic system, optokinetic 

experiments using polarized light were carried out. 

Retinula cells in Leptograpsus are polarization sensitive and 

respond maximally when the plane of polarized light is orientated 

either horizontally or vertically with respect to the horizon when 

the eye is in its normal alert position (Doujak, 1984). The 
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polarization sensitivity peaks correspond to the orientation of the 

retinula cells' microvilli. In crustaceans, the tiered rhabdom is 

made up of microvilli contributed by 3 retinula cells which alternate 

with orthogonally orientated microvilli contributed by 4 other 

retinula cells. If only one set of retinula cells contribute to the 

optokinetic system, one E-vector orientation would require an 

intensity 5 times brighter than the other to evoke to an equivalent 

response (dichroism=S; Doujak, 1984). 

Optokinetic experiments using polarized light (N=7) showed that 

the intensity threshold is not influenced by rotation of the plane of 

polarization, indicating that the optokinetic response is driven by 

input from both sets of retinula cells within an ommatidium. 

Assuming spatial summation of retinula cell responses, both within 

and between ommatidia viewing 

signal can be estimated to 

the 

consist 

point source, the total effective 

-1 of, on average, 18 bumps sec 

(i.e. signal/retinula cell x 7 retinula cells/facet x 7 from summed 

contribution of off-axis o~~atidia) . 
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DISCUSSION: 

Since the light-gathering power of a lens is proportional to the 

area of its aperture and because facets in compound eyes are small, 

it has become a widely accepted view that compound eyes are a poor 

device for the detection of point sources (Barlow, 1952; Rodieck, 

197 3; Kirschfeld, 197 4) . A comparison of the size of hexagonal 

facets in Leptograpsus ( 45Jlm) and the size of the dark-adapted pupil 

in humans (8 mm., p.104 Le Grand, 1957) would suggest that for point 

sources, the human eye is about 33000 times more sensitive than an 

apposition eye. However, not all incident photons are absorbed by 

the photoreceptors; hence a comparison of the absolute sensitivities 

of lens and compound eyes must be corrected for the quantum capture 

efficiency (Q.C.E.) of the respective types of eyes. Estimates of 

human Q.C.E. yield values between 5-10% (Hecht et al, 1942; Barlow, 

1977) . In Leptograpsus electrophysiological measurement of Q. C. E. 

yield values of ca. 45% (Doujak, 1984). Thus, the absolute 

sensitivity of an apposition eye to point sources would be expected 

to be about 7200 times less sensitive than the human eye. 

The present study demonstrates the minimum intensity of a point 

source at 499 nm. that will elicit an optokinetic response is ca. 

4±1.5 X photons -2 -1 em sec. incident on the crab's eye. 

Optokinetic experiments reveal an absolute sensitivity of the crab 

eye that is only about 900 times less sensitive than the human eye, 

exceeding theoretical expectations based on the above considerations 

(lens size and Q.C.E.) by a factor of 8. This figure was derived by 

comparing the intensity of a continuous light source needed to elicit 

a sensation of light in the human and crab eye respectively. The 
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smallest energy flux detectable by the human eye for a steady, 

effectively point, source of light -2 -1 is about 442 photons em sec at 

507 nm. (Marriott et al, 1959) . 

The mechanisms most likely to account for the discrepancy 

between the behavioural measurements and the theoretical estimate of 

the absolute sensitivity of an apposition eye to a point source are 

spatial and temporal summation. The theoretical estimate assumes 

that a point source is viewed by only a single facet. However, 

motion sensitive interneurons so far characterized in Leptograpsus 

are all wide-field units (Erber and Sandeman, 1976) and stronger 

optokinetic responses are evoked when wide-field stimuli are employed 

(Sandeman and Erber, 1976). Therefore, there must be considerable 

spatial summation across the eye, so that input from off-axis 

ommatidia viewing a point source cannot be neglected. A theoretical 

calculation of the absolute sensitivity of the crab eye would yield a 

value of ca. 1000 times less than that of the human eye when spatial 

summation is also considered (i.e . the effective quantum capture area 

corrected to unity is 7 times larger than a single facet) . 

Alternatively, temporal summation could account for the discrepancy. 

If there is a threshold, ie. requirement for the cumulative effects 

of more than one quantum capture per unit time, then at low light 

intensities when photon absorptions become separated, on average, by 

longer time intervals a greater sensitivity will be afforded to an 

animal with a longer visual interneuron summation time. Support for 

a longer summation time in the crab than in man comes from the 

demonstration that the crustacean eye can perceive movements as slow 

as 15° per hour (Herridge and Sandeman, 1964; Sandeman and Erber, 

1976), because a longer summation time also reduces the threshold 

velocity. 
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What does the shore crab's absolute intensity threshold for a 

point source tell us with respect to the magnitude of stars it can 

potentially see? The crab apposition eye being only about 900 times 

less sensitive than the human eye removes any doubt that the crab can 

see stars of 0.5 magnitude or brighter, under ideal conditions. 

Albeit not more than about 12 stars will be within the visual limits 

of the crab, the absolute-intensity threshold does attest to the 

remarkably high performance of an apposition eye and demonstrates 

that information can be derived from photoreceptor signals consisting 

of quantum bumps. 
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CHAPTER V 

VISUAL ADAPTATION TO A DARK 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL WORLD 
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ABSTRACT: 

The present study was undertaken to resolve the functional 

significance of the vertically elongated pseudopupil of Ocypode 

ceratophthalmus. 

A whole eye map of interornrnatidial angles was made and angular 

acceptance functions of the photoreceptors measured. The eye map 

demonstrates a spatial resolution in the vertical field ca. 3 times 

greater than in the horizontal plane and that the animal cannot see 

above 35° from the horizon. 

According to the theory of Snyder (1977) the eye parameters 

measured in the present study (eg. ~~ and p=D~~) indicates that the 

animal oversamples in the vertical field, undersamples in the 

horizontal field and that it is best adapted to function under bright 

daylight conditions. 

However, given that Ocypode is predominately nocturnal 

optokinetic acuity was measured as a function of illumination to 

determine whether the animal makes use of its potentially high 

vertical acuity and whether evidence for peripheral neural pooling 

can be found. The results are compared with the theoretical 

relationship between acuity and light intensity given various dark 

adaptation strategies. 

The results demonstrate that the vertically elongated 

pseudopupil represents an adaptation to optimally extract visual 

information from a flat environment and provides a strategy employing 

oversampling with dynamic neural pooling to improve vision at low 

light intensities. 
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The anomalous observation of Ocypode's eye design with relation 

to its nocturnal behaviour is interpreted with respect to the 

changing selection pressures acting on the animal throughout the 

course of its evolution. Also why oversampling may be an advantage 

for dim light vision is discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

A prerequisite to understanding how an animal perceives its 

visual world is a knowledge of the peripheral visual system -i.e. 

what information is the eye capable of extracting from its optical 

environment and what are the limitations imposed by an animal's 

particular eye design? The stimuli the peripheral sense organs can 

extract from the complex of information in the optical environment 

determines what information is available for processing more 

centrally and ultimately what the animal can perceive. Information 

about compound apposition eyes is usually obtained from measurements 

of eye parameters such as facet diameter, interommatidial angles, 

acceptance angles, spectral sensitivity and the temporal properties 

of the photoreceptors. Other factors that can have a significant 

influence on visual performance are the noise inherent in the arrival 

of photons and the diffraction at the lens. The effect of the eye 

parameters and the properties of light on visual performance have 

been theoretically evaluated by Snyder (1977). 

The particular design of an animal's eye is often the result of 

selective pressures as related to its visual world, visual needs and 

behaviour of the animal. Numerous examples include: (1) the 

matching of visual pigments in deep sea fishes to the spectral 

quality of the ambient light (Denton and Warren, 1957), (2) 

superposition eyes and large lens diameters as specializations for 

nocturnal vision (Kirschfeld, 1974), (3) the absence of screening 

pigments in the apposition eyes of hyperid amphipods, cladocerans, 

euphausid and decapod larvae as an adaptation to achieve maximal 

transparency for camouflage in planktonic life (Ball, 1977, Nilsson, 
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1982, Nilsson et al, 1983), (4) flat lens in animals that live both 

in water and air to reduce changes in the focal plane in the 

transition from water to air (Schwind, 1980), (5) a split eye in an 

aquatic beetle to enable it to see above and below the water surface 

(Herridge et al, 1983) and (6) regional specializations in compound 

apposition eyes such as the high acute zones as areas concerned with 

sexual pursuit {Collett and Land, 1975), with the detection and 

capture of prey {Rossell, 1979) and as an adaptation to obtain depth 

and size information for animals living in a flat environment {Zeil 

and Nalbach, 1986) . 

Occurring throughout most of the world's tropical and sub

tropical sandy beaches are a group of predominantly nocturnal 

brachyuran decapods known as ghost crabs {Ocypo~dea) . The features 

that make the study of the Ocypode eye of special interest are their 

cylindrical shape and pronounced vertically elongated pseudopupils 

centered along the horizon {Herridge, 1978). 

According to the theoretical study of Snyder {1977), a 

diffraction limited eye is an optimal design only for those animals 

that are active during bright daylight conditions and experience low 

angular velocities. More recently Howard and Snyder {1983) and 

Snyder et al {1986) have extended the above theory and argue that no 

eye should be diffraction limited. 

The present study was undertaken to resolve the anomalous 

observation that Ocypode is nocturnal but possesses an apposition 

eye of a diurnal type. Ocypode also oversamples in the vertical 

plane. Eye parameters and the relationship between visual acuity 

and light intensity were measured and compared with the theoretical 

performance of a compound eye given various dark-adaptation 
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mechanisms. The results demonstrate that the elongated pseudopupil 

represents an adaptation to a two-dimensional visual environment 

whereby the spatial sampling pattern is matched to the distribution 

of behaviourally relevant information. Furthermore the results 

demonstrate that the elongated pseudopupil provides a peripheral 

substrate for dynamic neural pooling as a dark-adaptation strategy to 

overcome the problen1s associated with nocturnal vision. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS : 

2.1 Animals 

Ocypode ceratophthalmus was the species used in the present 

study. This animal takes its name from the eyestalks which in female 

adults are characterized by a long styliform process beyond the 

cornea (Fig. 1). The common name, "ghost crab", derives from the 

nocturnal behaviour. 

Ghost crabs are found along the world's tropical and sub

tropical sandy beaches living in deep (ca. l m.) spiral burrows 

constructed along the upper regions of the intertidal zone. Adults 

remain in their burrows during the day, often closing their emergence 

holes from within, with a plug of damp sand thus rendering their 

entrances indistinguishable from the surrounding beach (Hughes, 

1966) . Adults emerge from their burrows and become active on the 

beach and tidal flats only at night particularly during low tides . 

Before dawn, or as the tide comes in, adult ghost crabs commonly 

return to their original burrows or construct new ones. Juveniles 

however are active both night and day. 

Animals were collected in Arrawarra, N.S.W. during moonless or 

overcast nights by use of a torch light and net. Using this method, 

Ocypode shows little fear of man and can be easily collected. 

Young adults were housed separately in plastic containers filled 

with damp sand and fed a mixture of raw seafood regularly. The 

containers were kept by windows to approximate the animal's natural 

light environment. 

All experiments were carried out on animals without regard to 

sex, and no inter-sex differences (eg. 6~;6p) were found. 
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2.2 Measurement of Interommatidial Angles (~iL 

A striking feature of the Ocypode eye is their elongated 

pseudopupils, manifest as a distinct black vertical streak centered 

along the equator of the eye. (Fig. 1). 

Pseudopupils represent eye regions absorbing light in line with 

the axis of observation (rev. Stavenga 1979) and have been used to 

estimate the separation of visual axes (interornrnatidial angles) in 

apposition compound eyes (Horridge 1978). 

Interornrnatidial angles (~~) were measured by placing an eye in 

the centre of a goniometer stage and noting the angular displacement 

of the pseudopupil resulting from rotation of the goniometer stage 

through a known number of facets. The pseudopupil was observed 

through a monocular dissecting microscope fitted with an adjustable 

iris and an eye piece graticule. The goniometer was rotated so that 

the centre of the pseudopupil moved through 10 facets between 

measurements. The eye piece graticule provided a quick reference to 

the centre of the pseudopupil facilitating the recording of angular 

displacement between measurements. Measurements were made between 

every lOth facet along both horizontal and vertical axes of the eye. 

In this manner a whole eye map was produced. (Fig. 3). 

A mapping method was based on facet co-ordinates and references 

provided by small dots of paint applied with a microelectrode around 

the eye. 

2.3 Electrophysiological measurement of Angular Sensitivity (~QL 

Intracellular recordings were made exclusively from equatorial 

regions of the eye in live young adults having carapace widths 30-40 

rnrn. 
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Equipment, preparation and recording techniques have been 

previously described (Doujak, 1984), except white light from a 150 W 

Xenon arc lamp was used in the present study. 

Recording of angular sensitivity functions were standard. After 

impalement of a retinula cell, its optical axis was found by moving a 

light guide on a Cardan arm around the eye until dim light flashes 

(60 ms. duration) of constant intensity produced a maximal response. 

The responses to flashes (pt. source) were then recorded as the light 

guide was moved in 1/4° steps, along the cell's horizontal axis 

followed by a vertical run. The intensity of the stimulus was 

adjusted to produce 25 mv . and 10 mv. responses for light and dark-

adapted preparations respectively. The duration between flashes was 

increased in dark-adapted runs to ensure no light-adaptation. A 

corresponding V/Log I curve, produced by changing the light intensity 

by 0.2 log-unit steps was measured for each cell. Dark-adapted 

(D.A.) measurements were carried out first. 

For light-adapted (L.A.) measurements, a secondary light source 

projected at the eye was adjusted to produce a sustained response 

equivalent to 2 log-units intensity above the dark-adapted resting 

potential. Cells were light-adapted for at least 15 minutes and 

maintained in this state during L.A. measurements. 

Angular sensitivity functions were derived by converting the 

angular sensitivity responses to percentage sensitivity from the 

respective V/Log I curves; horizontal angular sensitivity 

measurements were corrected for vertical inclination. 

The acceptance angle (~p) is defined as the half-width of the 

angular sensitivity function. 
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On occasions cells could be held for periods exceeding 8 hours 

al l owing L.A. and D.A. measurements to be made in the same cell both 

day and night. 

2.4 Optokinetic measurement of acuity vs illumination 

Optokinetic eye movements evoked by moving a striped pattern 

either horizontally or vertically were recorded in intact animals. 

Crabs were positioned in the centre of a striped perspex drum by a 

perspex holder glued to the back of the carapace. Animals were free 

to walk on a styrofoam ball floating in a beaker of sea-water. 

A variety of striped patterns were presented to each test 

animal. High contrast square wave gratings of various spatial 

frequencies were made from black tape or precision graphics slit tape 

stuck upon Du Pont "matte" drafting film. The high spatial frequency 

gratings were photographically produced from Efna Kohinoor precision 

gratings. Gratings were of reasonably high quality, containing 

negligible unwanted power in lower spatial frequencies. Gratings 

were tested by human eye resolution to see whether uneven patterns 

could be detected when the striped pattern was at the limit of 

resolution. Gratings were placed on a transparent perspex drum and 

illuminated by a monochromatic light source obtained by passing 

light from a 150 W slide projector (Tungsten-iodide bulb) through a 

narrow-band spectral interference filter (Schott 499 nm) . The mean 

luminance was attenuated with neutral-density Wratten gelatin 

filters. 

Experi~ents were carried out in an otherwise dark room with 

light provided only by the projector. To shield against any stray 

light from reaching the drum the projector was housed in a light

tight box. 
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The drum was supported by a stainless steel shaft on bearings 

extending through the drum's longitudinal axis and mounted in a 

wooden frame. The drum could be positioned to rotate about a 

vertical or horizontal axis and was driven by an electric Kymograph 

employing a gear and chain mechanism. A range of speeds producing a 

smooth uniform motion could be selected. The dimensions of the drum 

were 76.2 em long and 61 em in diameter. The drum when illuminated 

effectively subtended a visual field of 4.7 steradians at the eye. 

Optokinetic responses were measured 

position-detecting device (Sandeman, 1968). 

with a capacitative 

A fine wire (0.0016 

diam. nickel chromium) carrying a 10 volt 40 KHz sine wave signal 

wound around a wire wand was glued to the dorsal aspect of the 

eyestalk. The wand projected over the back of the carapace between 

two fixed wire sensors. The wand placed a negligible load on the eye 

and did not affect the eye movements or occlude vision. Eye 

movements were monitored by the output of the device; signals 

generated are linearly related to the position of the wand between 

the sensors. 

The threshold intensity of light necessary to evoke an 

optokinetic response was measured at each spatial frequency. 

Experiments were carried out during a time of day in which the 

various threshold light intensities corresponded with light 

conditions normally experienced by the animal. For example dim light 

threshold experiments were done at night. 

For method of calibration of the light source the reader is 

referred to Appendix A. Radiometric measurements of the light 

intensities were converted to photometric units to facilitate direct 

comparison with theoretical acuity vs illumination curves. The 
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brightest light intensity tested was sun light shining through a 

window directly upon the drum. The light intensity under these 

conditions was calibrated using a photographic light detector and 

converted to appropriate units. 
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RESULTS: 

Interornmatidial angles 

Interornmatidial angles of selected eye regions in Ocypode 

ceratophthalmus have been previously measured (Herridge 197 8, Zeil 

and Nalbach 1986) but a complete eye map has been lacking. 

Whole eye maps now reveal the full extent of sampling of the 

optical environment and the regional specialization of the eye as 

adapted to its visual environment and behavioural needs. Different 

visual environments put selection pressures on the design of eyes and 

the final eye design must be a compromise between them all, eg. day 

and night vision in the case of the ghost crab. The importance of 

the visual environment as related to the specific narrow ecological 

niche Ocypode occupies is witnessed by its cylindrically shaped eye 

and the pronounced vertical elongation of its pseudopupil (Fig. 1). 

Other crabs that live in a flat environment do not have such 

pronounced elongated pseudopupils (Zeil and Nalbach 1986) . A 

vertically elongated pseudopupil represents a greater density of 

ommatidia sampling a given solid angle in the vertical domain than in 

the horizontal . 

Each eye has a vertical visual field extending from ca. 75° 

below to ca. 35° above the horizon at the front of the animal and ca 

30° below to ca. 35° above the horizon at the back of the eye (Fig. 

2). The horizontal visual field covers almost 360° except for a 

small blind spot at the side where it is occluded by the other eye. 

Ocypode possesses two large binocular fields having a maximum 

horizontal overlap of 130° at the front and 120° at the back, with an 

average vertical overlap of 70° and 60° in the respective fields. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating the field of vision of the ghost 
crab. The animal is represented inside a glass bowl; the area 
of the bowl which is darkened lies outside of the animal's visual 
field. The lightened area of the bowl is visible to the animal 
and extends 360° horizontally about the animal. 
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A map of interornmatidial angles (Figs. 3a and 3b) shows a region 

of high visual acuity centered on the horizon extending right around 

the equatorial region of the eye. Vertical interornmatidial angles 

(~~ 's) range from 1.0° at the ventral and dorsal regions of the eye v 

to 0.23° at the equator. Horizontal interornmatidial angles (~~H's) 

never reach values as small as 

eye having values of ca. 1.5°. 

~~ 's and are more uniform across the v 

A comparison with theoretical considerations on optimum compound 

eye design based on information theory (Snyder et al 1977) reveals 

that Ocypode oversamples along the horizon in the vertical plane, ie. 

v > v where v equals the highest spatial frequency that can be s co s 

reconstructed by the hexagonal array of ommatidia and vco equals the 

highest spatial frequency passed by the optics of an individual 

ommatidium. For a diffraction limited eye that operates under bright 

light conditions and experiences low angular velocities, the wave 

nature of light and the quality of the optics limits the highest 

spatial frequency that can be reliably passed by the eye. In a 

diffraction limited eye the spatial cut-off frequency, above which 

there is no contrast in the image -1 is given by v = D/A cycles.rad co 

where D is the facet diameter and A= 0.5~ is the wavelength of light 

(Goodman 1968). For the Ocypode used here, v = 0.63°/cycle. co Since 

two ommatidia are needed to resolve a given spatial frequency, the 

optimum spacing of photoreceptors (~~) in an hexagonal lattice that 

maximizes the information capacity of a diffraction limited eye is 

given by ~~=D/:3/A [cycles/rad]. For Ocypode ~~ should equal 0.36° in 

the diffraction limited case. 

The finding that 6 ~ = 0.23° at the equator of the eye indicates v 

Ocypode oversamples in the vertical direction by a factor of 1.6. 
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Lateral 

Posterior 

Fig. 3(a) Eye map representing horizontal interommatidial 
angles across the left eye. Isolines link eye regions having 
identical interommatidial angles. Note the uniformity of 
horizontal interommatidial angles around the eye except at 
the most posterior region of the eye. 
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Lateral 

Posterior 

Fig. J(b) Eye map representing vertical interommatidial angles 
across the left eye. Isolines connect eye regions having identical 
interommatidial angles. Note the acute zone in the central area of 
the eye. The acute zone in the normal alert seeing position 
corresponds to a sampling field centered about the horizon. The 
eye map shows a large gradient of vertical interommatidial angles 
within the vertical plane. However a given interommatidial angle 
remains fairly constant about the longitudinal axis of the eye, 
except at the most posterior region of the eye. 
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This is a most unusual feature since there is no advantage afforded 

by having a sampling frequency greater than the cut-off frequency of 

the optics when viewing extended visual scenes (Snyder et al, 1977) . 

Furthermore, oversampling must place considerable constraints on 

motion detection, where problems in obtaining statistically 

significant signals between sampling units may arise. Ocypode is 

the only known example so far of an animal with apposition eyes that 

oversample. All other apposition eyes undersample (Howard & Snyder 

1983). Another remarkable feature is that ~ $=0.23°, is the smallest v 

known~$ in all arthropods although in some dragonflies ~$=0.24° 

(Sherk, 1978). 

Acceptance Angles 

To establish whether the high acuity suggested by the 

diffraction limited acute zone is utilized, the acceptance angles of 

retinula cells having optical axes along the horizon were measured . 

Ultimately, it is the width of the angular sensitivity function 

of each ommatidium's field of view which determines the eye's 

capacity for resolving spatial detail. The effect of the angular 

acceptance function (~p) is the reduction in contrast transmitted by 

the eye for high spatial frequencies (v>1/~p) and therefore the 

degree of modulation (M) detected by the receptors, where M = exp[-

2 3.56 (~pLA/V) ], where vis spatial frequency (Gotz, 1964,1965). 

Electrophysiological measurement of ~p yielded values of 1° ~ 

0 0.19 S.D. (n=9) in the light-adapted day eye, widening to only 1.4 ! 

0.23 S.D. upon dark adaptation. In night eyes, the dark-adapted ~p 

were ca. 1.8° + 0.18 S.D. (n=6) - narrowing to 1.6° ± 0.14 S.D. when 

light-adapted (Fig. 4). Angular sensitivity functions were 

symmetrical in their profiles. The diurnal changes in ~P support 
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previous findings by Leggett and Stavenga (1981) that in 

Scylla serrata the greatest change in acceptance angles 

occurs between dark-adapted day and night eyes. Presumably, the 

basis of widening of ~P between day and night eyes is the increased 

rhabdom diameter resulting from synthesis of photoreceptive membrane 

(Nassel and Waterman, 1979) and opening of the pupil by migration of 

distal pigment . 

The measured ~PL.A. (day eye) of ca. 1.0° are 1.6 times larger 

than the theoretical minimum given as A/D rad. at the half-width of 

the blur circle. This is not unexpected as it gives the eye a 

resolving power, functional over a wider dynamic range of ambient 

light conditions. A 1/~p=vco is optimal only if an animal is to 

resolve the highest spatial frequency passed by a diffraction limited 

eye and if the mean light intensity is equivalent to bright daylight 

conditions (Snyder, 1977). A major disadvantage of having 1/~P=V co 

is that it greatly reduces the resolving power of the eye when 

operating in light conditions less than bright daylight. In 

Ocypode's case by having ~P=1.6(A/D) rad. it still enables the animal 

to approach v under bright daylight but more importantly enables co 

the animal to see at low light 

only low spatial frequencies. 

levels if 1/~p=v , although it sees co 

The ratio of ~P=~~v indicates the extent of overlap of visual 

fields in the vertical direction. A ratio of ca. 4.3 in the light 

adapted day eye increasing to ca. 7.8 in dark-adapted night eyes 

compared to a ratio of 1 to 1.8 in the horizontal field represents 

considerable oversampling in the vertical field centred about the 

horizon. The optimum ~P=~~ ratio is 2 according to the theory of 

Snyder (1977). 
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A number of features of the elongated pseudopupil revealed by 

the above eye parameters (eg. oversampling and ~P=~~ ratio) coupled v 

with Ocypode's predominantly nocturnal lifestyle, strongly suggests 

that the eye is designed to provide a substrate for considerable 

spatial summation to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the 

optokinetic response under low light conditions. At low light 

intensities the random fluctuations in photon counts due to the 

quantum nature of light is the major factor limiting the intensity 

levels that can be reliably discriminated by a receptor behind a 

small lens. A greater SNR (absolute sensitivity) under dim light 

conditions would be obtained by summation of signals from receptors 

whose acceptance angles overlap. 

Acuity vs illumination 

To determine the extent of spatial summation, the relation 

between acuity and illumination was measured by recording 

optokinetic eye movements evoked by uniform movement of square wave 

gratings. Threshold light intensities for various spatial 

wavelengths were determined. Eye movements are evoked by 

displacements of the pattern only when the stripes can be resolved. 

Since visual acuity varies with illumination, the minimum intensity 

of light necessary for threshold resolution of various spatial 

wavelengths can be determined. Visual acuity is defined as the 

reciprocal of the minimum stripe period which the eye can 

distinguish (deg) . 

General properties of the optokinetic response in Ocypode are 

similar to those recorded in other stalked-eyed crustaceans (Herridge 

& Sandernan, 1964; Doujak, 1985) . 
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Acuity versus illumination measurements were carried out using a 

constant angular velocity of the stimulus (ro=0.1°/sec). The results 

were not found to statistically differ from measurements using a 

constant contrast frequency (ro/&.=0.1 Hz), where w equals the angular 

velocity and e the spatial wavelength of the stimulus. Acuity vs 

illumination measurements were independent of velocity under the 

conditions of the present experiment where low angular velocities 

were used. Also, optokinetic eye movements were not influenced by 

the direction of movement. 

The optokinetic responses in the vertical and horizontal planes 

are similar in form except that optokinetic eye movements in the 

vertical plane do not always undergo rapid nystygmus, characteristic 

of horizontal eye movements when the eyes are returned to their 

original position following a displacement of typically 15°. 

Measurements of acuity at different illumination on 14 animals 

demonstrated a higher resolving power in the vertical field 

consistent with the relation of ~~v <: ~~H. (Fig. 5). Under the 

brightest light conditions vertical acuity approaches v =D/A co 

[cycles/rad] whereas horizontal acuity is limited by ~~H. Thus 

vertical acuity is limited by the receptor field size, whereas 

horizontal acuity is limited by the horizontal component of the 

interomrnatidial angle. The acuity vs illumination curves are 

sigmoidal in form as has been previously shown for other animals 

(bee: Hecht and Wolf 1929, man: Shlaer 1937). At the lowest light 

intensities, the relation between acuity and illumination shows that 

Weber's Law does not hold true. The maximum vertical acuity of 1.57, 

is considerably better than all other apposition eyes (eg. 1.0 bee) 

and is only ca. 38 times less than man (60 cycles/deg.), (rev. 

Pirenne 1967) . 
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More importantly, however, is the demonstration that the 

absolute intensity threshold for low spatial frequencies is greater 

for movement in the horizontal plane than corresponding measurements 

in the vertical corroborating the conclusion that there is spatial 

summation of ommatidia sharing the same visual field in the vertical 

direction under low light conditions. 
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Acuity vs. Illumination 
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Fig. 5. Visual acuity versus illumination. Note the greater acuity in 
the vertical plane, under bright light conditions, due to the smaller 
interommatidial angles of facets sampling the vertical field. The curves 
show that the animal is able to see in the horizontal fielci at a light 
intensity 2 log units lower than in the vertical field. 
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DISCUSSION: 

The wave and particle nature of light and optical eye parameters 

have long been appreciated to impose major constraints limiting 

visual performance (Mallock 1894, Barlow 1952, Gotz 1965 and 

Kirschfeld 1976) . From a theoretical evaluation of these factors and 

their interdependence, a fundamental theory has emerged which 

predicts the optimum design of compound eye that maximizes its 

information capacity in relation to the environmental light intensity 

to which an animal has adapted (Snyder et al, 1977) . 

According to the theory of Snyder et al (1977), the eye 

parameters measured in the present study (eg. D~~v=0.2 ; D~~H=0.8) 

indicate that Ocypode's eye is best suited to function under bright 

daylight conditions having a 

centered along the horizon. 

maximal vertical resolving power 

The question therefore arises, why does Ocypode possess such an 

eye when it is predominantly nocturnal? An explanation for this 

seemingly anomalous case can perhaps be found in a consideration of 

Ocypode's visual environment and evolutionary past. 

Ocypode's visual environment is of special significance, 

consisting of a flat sandy beach, ocean and above it only sky, 

effectively constitutes a two-dimensional visual world containing 

negligible vertical informational content above the horizon. This 

feature undoubtedly placed considerable selection pressure on the 

design of Ocypode's eye as witnessed by its pronounced vertically 

elongated pseudopupil; a pronounced vertically elongated pseudopupil 

represents a greater density of ommatidia sampling a given solid 

angle in the vertical field than in the horizontal. A consequence of 
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an increased sampling density in the vertical field, centered along 

the horizon, is the concomitant reduction of sampling in other areas 

of the vertical field. The eye map (Fig. 2) shows that although 

Ocypode's horizontal visual field extends almost 360°, it does not 

sample above ca. 35° from the horizon . 

The phenomenon of elongated eye stalks has previously been 

interpreted to represent an adaptation to a flat environment (Barnes 

1968, v Hagen 1970, Crane 1975) but without corresponding 

measurements. A number of advantages conferred by elongated eye 

stalks in a flat environment and corroborated by field observations 

include an animal's ability to be partially buried while remaining 

visually alert (periscope effect) and an increased eye height 

enabling a greater area and distance to be viewed (Barnes 1968, v 

Hagen 1970) . More recently, Zeil and Nalbach (1986) discussed the 

combination of long eye stalks with high vertical resolving power as 

an adaptation to derive depth and size information from the position 

of the image on the retina and as the result of selection pressure to 

optimally extract useful information from a flat environment. The 

above features however cannot provide an explanation for the 

anomalous observation of Ocypode's eye parameters in relation to its 

nocturnal behaviour. 

The radiation of brachyuran decapods is believed to have 

occurred during the late Devonian period, a time when no predatory 

sea birds had yet existed (Schram, 1982). It was not until the 

Cretaceous some 210 million years later that marked the arrival of 

birds. During this interval, I suggest that in the absence of major 

airborne predatory pressures, the main selection pressure governing 

the design of Ocypode's eyes was its flat visual environment. In a 
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flat world, behaviourally relevant vertical information lies 

principally in a zone extending from the horizon and below. An eye 

ideally adapted to such an environment is cylindrically shaped having 

a vertically elongated pseudopupil with maximal visual acuity 

centered along the horizon as Ocypode possesses. Ghost crabs during 

this time were undoubtedly active predominantly during daylight when 

maximal vertical acuity can be achieved, an advantage for foraging, 

mate and predator recognition. However, the arrival of predatory sea 

birds coupled with Ocypode's inability to view the skies for· 

potential predators necessitated the adoption of a more arhythmic 

activity until becoming predominantly nocturnal with diurnal activity 

being relegated to one of mainly burrow maintenance. This may 

account for the oft noted observation of the arhythmic activity of 

juvenile ghost crabs. Juveniles because of their size may not be as 

easily discriminated as the larger adults and thus remain relatively 

safe during daylight activities. In this regard, Alcock (1902) notes 

that predatory sea birds will prey on Ocypode given the opportunity. 

In summary, the above account provides a possible explanation 

for Ocypode's nocturnal behaviour while possessing an eye that was 

originally adapted to operate under bright daylight in a flat world. 

Ghost crabs were likely to be found active along the world's tropical 

and sub-tropical beaches during daylight for a period covering ca. 

210 million years before the arrival of birds which in comparison 

represents a relatively recent evolutionary event. 

To overcome the problems facing an animal active in dim light 

Ocypode utilizes various dark-adaptation strategies. Apposition eyes 

because of their low light gathering power (small facet diameters) 

are not ideal devices for functioning in dim light environments. In 
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comparison superposition and lens eyes, owing to their larger 

effective apertures, have a much greater absolute sensitivity. The 

major constraint limiting the performance of an eye in dim light is 

photon noise resulting from the quantal nature and Poisson 

distribution of light; the intensity of light sets a limit to the 

number of photons that can be captured per integration time of a 

photoreceptor and thus whether a statistically reliable signal over 

the random background fluctuations of photon arrival (photon noise) 

can be obtained. As the intensity of light increases, the signal-to-

noise ratio of a photoreceptor improves, facilitating greater 

resolving power . 

Dark-adaptation mechanisms that Ocypode employs, to increase 

signal detection at low light intensities include the widening of 

angular acceptance of the photoreceptors, temporal and spatial 

summation with neural pooling of signals . In the absence of any dark 

adaptation mechanisms, visual acuity will be limited solely by the 

intensity of light according to v=0.56{log m2N}/~p where v is the 

highest resolvable spatial frequency, m m/SNR and N equals the 

number of photons and m equals the contrast of the grating. (Snyder, 

1977). The widening of the photoreceptor's sampling field from 1° in 

the day eye to 1.8° night eye increases the light gathering power. 

Since high resolving power is inevitably reduced at low luminances, 

the effective loss in potential high acuity resulting from increased 

acceptance angles is negligible while sensitivity to low spatial 

frequencies is increased (Laughlin,1975). An increase in the linear 

integration properties of the photoreceptors from 40 ms to 60 ms 

(personal observations: see Ch. 5 thesis) likewise increases the 

total photon catch per summation time of the photoreceptors. Spatial 
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summation with neural pooling of the signals is inferred from the 

observation that the horizontal motion detection system operates at 

lower light levels than the vertical (Fig. 5). The absolute 

sensitivity to motion in the horizontal plane will be governed by the 

light gathering power in the vertical field, as set by the spatial 

sampling pattern in the vertical plane under conditions of spatial 

summation within the vertical field. Therefore, the differences 

between the horizontal and vertical response curves can be largely 

accounted for by the asymmetric pseudopupil representing a greater 

overlap of sampling fields (acceptance angles) if there is summation 

in the vertical direction. The effect of spatial summation (ie. 

neural pooling of signals from receptors whose acceptance angles 

overlap) is an increased aperture resulting in a greater light 

gathering power, thereby increasing the SNR. The effective photon 

number increases by a factor of (~p/~~) 2 for a symmetric eye. For 

Ocypode the effect of the vertically elongated pseudopupil on spatial 

summation is to increase the effective photon catch by a factor of 

(~p/~~ ) for the interneuron underlying horizontal motion detection v 

and a factor of (~p/~~H) for the neuron underlying the acuity task 

for vertical movement. Given that the measured absolute sensitivity 

is 10 times greater for horizontal motion detection than for 

vertical, and that the temporal properties of a photoreceptor and its 

angular sensitivity are independent of the direction of sampling, 

suggests that the pronounced vertically elongated pseudopupil 

provides a peripheral neural substrate for considerable spatial 

summation in the vertical domain in photon scarce conditions. 

However, a higher gain in the horizontal motion detecting system by 

recruiting of wide field motion detecting neurons cannot be ruled 
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out. Furthermore, given that Ocypode retains a visual acuity of ca. 

v under bright light conditions, indicates that the degree of co 

pooling changes with the intensity of light (dynamic pooling) . 

Evidence that temporal and spatial summation are commonly 

employed dark-adaptation strategies, making a significant 

contribution to improving visual performance at low light 

intensities, has also been obtained elsewhere. For example from the 

measurements of the absolute sensitivity of a grapsid crab eye 

(Doujak, 1985), and from human psychophysical experiments (Barlow, 

1972). 

An unexpected finding was the disagreement between the measured 

acuity vs illumination curves with theoretical curves following the 

analysis given by Snyder (1977) . The theoretical relationship 

between acuity and illumination given various dark-adaptation 

strategies for both the horizontal and vertical plane using known 

measured eye parameters for Ocypode is shown in fig. 6. The results 

are found from Eq. B3, B4, BS and B6 in Appendix B (The reader is 

referred to Appendix B for parameters used and the derivation of 

formulae) . In the absence of any dark adaptation mechanisms, 

assuming a SNR=1 and 0 
~pLA=1.0 the theoretical curves demonstrate 

that Ocypode would not be able to see any spatial detail at night 

(Fig. 6a, curve 2). The poor fit between the theoretical and 

behaviourally measured vertical and horizontal acuity vs illumination 

curves likely represents the inability of the theoretical equation 

(B2) given by Snyder (1977) to accurately describe the true acuity vs 

illumination in special circumstances such as when p is large and 

~pi~~ small or for the case of aspherical eyes. The equation (B2) 

suffers fundamentally from the fact that the eye parameter p=D~~ 
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assumes an independence from the ratio of ~~~~. However, the 

theoretical curves do illustrate 

mechanisms only begin to have 

that the dark-adaptation 

a beneficial effect at light 

intensities corresponding to dusk. This transitionary period is also 

when the greatest changes in rhabdom diameter and angular acceptance 

of the photoreceptors normally occur. 

Measured eye parameters for the Ocypode day-eye demonstrates 

undersampling in the horizontal plane by a factor of 4.1, a 

~p/~~=0. 67 and p=O. 68. A consequence of a ~p/~~<0. 7 5 is a small 

sampling field and thereby attenuated signals for spatial frequencies 

that approach the anatomical sampling frequency as set by the 

interreceptor spacing. This would account for the increased light 

intensity required to see the high spatial frequencies by Ocypode in 

the horizontal plane. Since, a small ~~~~ represents a low light 

gathering power and a large p represents a high light gathering power 

the use of both these terms in Eq. B2 can lead to erroneous 

predictions. Although the theoretical curve suffers from the above 

shortcoming, it does well demonstrate the significant contribution 

spatial summation has on night vision . That Ocypode undersamples in 

the horizontal plane further demonstrates how well matched its eye is 

to its behaviour and visual environment. Undersampling in the 

horizontal is an advantage to reduce the adverse effects of temporal 

blurring when the animal experiences high angular velocity in the 

horizontal plane. Ocypode principally runs sideways, therefore 

experiences high angular velocities within the horizontal visual 

field. 

In conclusion, Ocypode's pronounced vertically elongated 

pseudopupil represents a unique example whereby a pronounced acute 
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zone traditionally accepted to represent an area of high acuity 

adapted to function under bright light conditions (Snyder, 1977; 

Herridge, 1978) acts also to provide a peripheral neural substrate 

for considerable spatial summation at low light intensities. As the 

light intensity changes dynamic neural pooling shifts the relative 

acuity along the intensity scale to improve signal detection of low 

spatial frequencies at low light intensities, when information about 

high spatial frequencies is irretrievably lost. 

Ocypode is the only example of an apposition eye known so far 

that oversamples as a strategy to increase sensitivity for dim light 

vision. Compound eyes adapted for low light intensities are 

generally of the superposition type. Other known examples of 

oversampling (i.e. where the receptor grain is better than the 

optics) include the human periphery where the rod mosaic is finer 

than the point spread function (Jennings and Charrnan 1981), ocelli 

(Wilson 197 8) and the Nautilus pin-hole eye where the spacing of the 

photcreceptors are finer than the diffraction pattern set by the 

aperture (Muntz and Raj, 1984). 

The above examples share a property in common with Ocypode; that 

is dim light vision. How might oversampling improve sensitivity at 

low light intensities? I suggest that the SNR is greater when the 

available photons are shared amongst a larger sampling pool for 

subsequent summation, assuming that noise is introduced by a quantum 

capture. Thus noise will be less when the total photon catch per 

receptor is low per unit time. Transduction noise introduced by 

quantum capture if correlated with previous events would be less if 

the total photon catch at low light intensities is spread over a 

larger number of receptors (i.e. oversampling). Oversampling may 
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provide an advantage in noisy photoreceptors where abstracting a 

reliable signal from the barrage of a noisy resting membrane 

potential is a major limiting factor. This may provide a further 

explanation, why Weber's Law does not hold true at low light 

intensities. The noise I suggest is fundamentally different from 

previous concepts of noise at low light intensities such as: (1) the 

Poisson nature of light distribution and (2) intrinsic dark noise 

(eigengrau, Fechner 1860), caused by thermal isomerization (Barlow, 

1957) . 

The results also raise doubt over the general applicability of 

the conclusion reached by Snyder (1977) and Herridge (1978), that the 

eye parameter p=Dd~ provides a useful indication of the light 

intensity that an animal has become adapted to and is expected to be 

active in. 
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APPENDIX A 

Conversion of measured radiometric units to photometric units 

The threshold light intensities incident on the crab's eye 

necessary to evoke an optokinetic response for a given spatial 

frequency were calibrated in situ using an International Light vacuum 

photodiode (SEE 4000), silicon detector (SEE 100F), and 

photomultiplier (PM 2700) with an IL 760 photomultiplier power supply 

and an IL research radiometer (700) . The light intensities were 
2 -2 measured in W ern- at 499 nm. and converted to equivalent photons em 

-1 -1 s sr at 499 nm.' with appropriate corrections for the 

photodetectors' spectral sensitivity applied. The radiant flux 

detectors were used with diffusers in place and the field size of the 

stimulus covered ca. 3.8 steradians in extent at the crab's eye. The 

photo-detectors and radiometer were standardized by International 

Light Inc. whose radiometric calibrations are traceable to the 

National Bureau of Standards in Washington, D.C. The combined 

measurement accuracy of the instruments is stated to be + 2% by the 

manufacturer and was last serviced 6 months previously. 

Citing Snyder et al (1977), according to Wyszecki and Stiles 

(1976) 

where: 

I mean number of quanta entering the ommatidium per square 

degree of field 

L 

A 

v' A 
A 

luminance of the field in candelas per square meter 

wavelength of light [em] 

CIE relative luminous efficiency curve 

apparent area in (mrn) 2 
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. . Letting: 

I mean number of photons per second entering the entrance 
0 

pupil per square ~ per steradian of field 

[sr] -1 [J..lrn] -2 [s] -1 

(measured as given in Materials and Methods section) 

I I
0 

(7tr2 ) (57 .295 2 ) - 1 

D facet diameter = 45~ in the equatorial region of the 

eye (personal observations) 

A. 5.0 10-s 
I 

VA. 0.98 = the efficiency of the wavelength of light as related 

to the spectral sensitivity of the crustacean 

photoreceptor, where A 506 nrn. max 

I L (7t 22.52 • 10-6) (5. 10-5!0.98) (8.8 • 109) 

L (7.1 • 102) 

and I 
0 

Therefore L (cd/m2 ) I
0 

(measured) (1 . 47•10 3 )-1 
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APPENDIX B 

(1) Theoretical Threshold Acuity Response vs Luminance 

In the absence of any dark-adaptation mechanisms the theoretical 

relationship between acuity versus illumination is given by 

1 <rr? I> 1/2 e 

(Eq. B1 Snyder,1977) 

For the case of Ocypode, the theoretical vertical acuity curve 

of~~ 0.23° (measured), since 
v uses ~~ 0. 36° ::v 

v co instead 

spatial frequencies greater than v co cannot be resolved. 

For the horizontal acuity curve ~~1.5° and ~PLA is given as 1.0° 

for both horizontal and vertical acuity tasks. Since (~p) 2 = (~p1 ) 2 + 
2 (.1p r) , where .1p 1 = '}JD when diffraction limited (Snyder, 1977a), ~Pv 

Therefore .1pr/~~v = 3.23 and ~pr/~~H = 0.50. = 0.74° [0.013 rads]. 

where 

Letting x 

Eq. (B1) can be reduced to 

v~~ = 0.57 (log I m2 
+ log x2 p2 / 12 

(x2 + (A/p) 2) 1/2 

A. wavelength of light (500 nm) 
1\ 

[Eq. B2] 

I intensity parameter =0.89E~ti (Eq.C.1,Snyder et al, 1977) 
0 

E quantum capture efficiency, ie. the percentage of photons 

entering the pupil that are effectively absorbed by the 

photoreceptors (E=SO%; refer to Doujak, 1984) 

~t linear integration time of the photoreceptor [s] 

~~ 0.06 sec (60ms) in dark adapted night eye and 

~~ 0.04 sec (40ms) in light adapted day eye; personal 

observations, refer to Ch. III, thesis). 
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-I
0 

mean number of photons entering the entrance pupil per 

square ~ per sec per steradian. 

L (1.47•10 3 ) [refer to Appendix A] 

p eye parameter = D~~ ; D[~] facet diameter, 6~[rad] 

m m/SNR 

m modulation (or contrast) of the grating 

SNR signal to noise ratio 

v spatial frequency (cycles/deg. in figures and cycles/rad in 

formulae) 

Letting: 

SNR =1, m=1; ;=1 
1\ 

log I log L + 1.42 (l.a day eye using the appropriate parameters 

as defined above : also refer to Appendix A) 

PI 
v 0.18 (where D 45~ 6~v 4. 0 x 10-3 rad) 

p' 
H 

1.17 (where D 45~ ~~H 2.6 x 10-2 rad) 

x' v 3.23 

x' 
H 0.50 

From Eq. B2 the vertical acuity versus illumination can thus be 

expressed as: 

V = 0.134 (log L + 0.95) 1 / 2 [Eq. B3] 

~~v 

and the horizontal acuity versus illumination can be expresed as: 

v = 0.87 (log L + 0.95) 112 

~~H 

[Eq. B4] 

2 where v [cycles/deg.]; ~~ [deg.]; L (cd/m) 
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(2) Theoretical acuity vs illumination curve employing dark-adaptation 

mechanisms 

Applying the dark-adapted night eye parameters measured in the 

present study, the following. theoretical relationship between acuity 

and illumination is derived. The final equation makes the necessary 

assumption that neural pooling is combined with the observed increase 

in temporal properties and acceptance angles of the photoreceptors. 

The following parameters are used e 50% 

0 • 0 6 s and p = D • n • ~<!> • 

For neural pooling the constant n in the eye parameter (p) 

represents the effective increase of the aperture size in the night 

eye, where n is equal to ~PDA : ~<!> ratio for the respective fields. 

For example the effective increase in aperture size in the 

vertical field underlying horizontal motion detection represented by n 

0 -3 = ~PDA : ~<l>v = 7.8, where ~<l>v = 0.23 = 4.0 x 10 rad. Whereas, the 

effective increase in aperture size in the horizontal field underlying 

vertical motion detection is equal ton= ~PDA : ~<PH = 1.2 where ~<PH= 

2.6 x 10-2 rad. 

Therefore pd D·n~<j>H v 
0.22 

and d 
PH D·n·~<l> H 

9.16 

Starting with Eq. (B.2) 

v~<j> 0.57 {log m2r + {log X·p) 2 }1 / 2 

{x2 + (A/p)2}1/2 

Letting: 

m ,. 
log I 

SOOnm 

1 

log L+1.59 (d.a. night eye; as defined in Appendix 

Bl) 
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~PDA 1. So 

pd 0.22 [~] 
v 

p~ 9.16 [~) 

x = ~p~/~~ where ~p: represents the angular acceptance 

function of the rhabdom of the night eye; 

From Eq. B2 

illumination for 

can be expressed 

v~~v 

where ~PJ = 1.66° 
r 

7.22 (~pDA/~~v = 7.8) 

1.11 (~p~/~~ where ~~ 

the relationship between 

the dark-adapted night eye 

as: 

0.075 (log L + 1.99) 112 

vertical acuity versus 

assuming neural pooling 

[Eq. BS] 

and the horizontal acuity versus illumination can be expressed as: 

V~~H = 0. 513 (log L + 3. 60) 112 [Eq. B6] 

* Note: rad. are used in the formulae and degrees in the figures. 

Subscripts V and H refer to the respective planes in the 

visual field and superscripts 1 and d refer to the respective 

adaptation states of the eye. 
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Over the past few decades much has been learned about the 

structure of compound eyes and the spatial information their 

occupants perceive. Indeed, our understanding has enhanced 

greatly our appreciation of one of nature's remarkable eye 

designs. 

Some unique features of compound eyes include the 

microvillar nature (assuming non-twisting rhabdoms) with its 

associated cytoskeletal components (Fig. 1), which provides an 

intrinsically dichroic photoreceptor necessary for polarized 

light sensitivity and the plasticity of spatial sampling design, 

tailored by ecological pressures to optimally match and extract 

visual information relevant to the needs of the animal. 

Sensitivity to polarized light endows animals not only with 

the ability to perceive sky and/or submarine polarization 

patterns useful for navigation (a method employed by early Viking 

mariners utilizing the birefringent properties of calcite), but 

also improves visual contrast by reducing the unwanted effects 

caused by glare that masks spatial detail, enhances the richness 

of perceiveable colours and increases the absolute sensitivity of 

their eyes. 

The question that remains unanswered is how the polarization 

information is packaged for subsequent higher-order processing. 

A likely mechanism would be one as suggested by Saidel et al 

(1983) for a cephalopod, that polarization information is based 

on two complementary views of the world, each determined by the 

transformation of polarization sensitive receptors into 

complimentary intensity scales. In the crustacean eye the tiered 

fused rhabdom consisting of two sets of orthogonal analyzers per 

facet make them ideally suited for such a task. 



Fig. 1. Model drawing of a section of a crustacean microvillus, 

showing the spiral arrangement of the axial filament with its 

associated side-arms and glycoproteins (*) . The illustration is 

not drawn to scale so that the most salient features (i.e. the 

channeling of the asymmetric rhodopsin molecules by membrane

associated glycoproteins fixed to an axial submembraneous 

cytoskeleton) responsible for the restricted translational and 

rotational diffusion of the rhodopsin molecules are shown. Not 

shown is the high density and packing of rhodopsin molecules; the 

reader is referred to Chapter II, page 36 for a more detailed 

description of the dichroic nature of the microvillus. (The 

figure was in part inspired by Dr. G. de Couet and G. Brown 
helped with the illustration.) 
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Another feature of compound eyes is the partitioning of 

visual space by independent sampling units. Since each facet 

samples a restricted area of the visual field, the multi-faceted 

nature of compound eyes provides a peripheral substrate for 

functional regionalization devoted to specific visual and 

behavioural tasks, (eg. the dorsal rim of the eye for polarized 

light sensitivity used for navigation, Wehner 1982; eye regions 

specialized for the detection of small, rapidly moving objects, 

Kirschfeld and Wenk 1976; the frontal eye regions specialized 

for eidetic images, Gould 1984; the equatorial region of the eye 

for orientational cues, Osorio 1986; and eye regions devoted for 

mate recognition, Zeil 1983) and enables the spatial sampling 

array to be matched to the distribution of relevant information, 

specific to the narrow visual ecological niches animals occupy. 

The bewildering variety of compound eye designs is readily 

witnessed by observation of their pseudopupils. The partitioning 

of visual function to specific eye regions has a further 

advantage since a reduced central neural machinery is required, 

thereby enabling increased optimization and efficiency of the 

visual nervous system. 

Visual adaptation to a specific visual environment can be 

facilitated not only by the peripheral spatial sampling array but 

also by further higher-order neural specialization. In the 

previous chapters the latter has been invoked to explain a number 

of findings. The study of the nocturnal Ghost crab provides a 

good example illustrating both of the above possible stratagems 

(i.e. oversampling in the periphery with higher-order spatial 

summation to overcome the problems of seeing at night in a flat 
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world) . Oversampling, could find technological applications as a 

principle for the extraction and concentration of available 

radiant energy and/or for problems associated with obtaining a 

large signal-to-noise ratio . 

Though this thesis has predominantly dealt with the study of 

the peripheral visual system, future directions of compound eye 

vision research undoubtedly lie with studies of higher-order 

visual processing, since the periphery has almost become fully 

understood with the exception of phototransduction and 

biochemical studies. The time is in fact near for the writing of 

the definitive account about the retina. For those workers 

undaunted by the methodological hurdles to be overcome, 

associated with intracellular recording in optic lobes, rich 

rewards must surely await them as new roads become forged into 

areas of higher-order visual processing, offering insight about 

the fundamental processes of how visual information is packaged. 

Vision research has never before been in such an exciting era 

offering knowledge of the most fundamental questions that have 

mystified man since time immemorial (i.e. how and what animals 

see) and should make significant contributions in areas of 

computer vision modelling and robotic vision. However, the 

electrophysiologist must not too eagerly lose sight of what 

remains as the major constraint, that is, the limited population 

of interneurons which can be sampled. An example which best 

illustrates this constraint is the analogy of a book. If one can 

only randomly sample at best 20% of the total number of pages in 

a text, unless by luck one reads the key pages, the story may 

never be known. 
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"The trumpet of science has sounded and all the animals 
and man are brought together". A French nineteenth
century view of science. 

[Mary Evans Picture Library] 
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